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USU policy on cheating revised
policy spread all throughout the student code, which led to
confusion and inconsistencies,” Allgood said.
Olsen said other changes to the code included a provision
that requires instructors, upon discovery of a violation, to
Cheating occurs universally, on every academic level, and
notify the student within seven days.
schools deal with academic dishonesty differently.
Allgood said, “The notification requirement satisfies stuWhat separates schools is how they deal
dents’ right to due process, as well as
with issues of academic dishonesty. Eric
“There were congives faculty the latitude to discover
Olsen, associate vice president of Student
cheating long after it has occurred
cerns from stuServices, said USU’s academic honesty
and hold students responsible.”
dent representapolicy allows for cheating to be dealt with
Another player in USU’s
tives that there
primarily on the faculty level, but there are
battle against academic dishonother departments and policies that play an
esty is the associate vice president
were definitions
important role in the process.
of the Student Services Office,
and pieces of the
USU’s student code handbook devotes
which handles all student conduct
academic honesty
an entire section to academic integrity, and
issues, academic or otherwise.
policy spread all
there are multiple explanations of potential
Olsen said the student conduct
academic integrity violations, which include
office’s primary role in academic
throughout the
cheating, plagiarism and falsification.
honesty violations is simply recordstudent code.”
Though the current code is organized and
ing instances of cheating. He also
– Scot Allgood,
concise, the university’s policies on academadded that the conduct office is
ic integrity were not always so clear-cut.
dependent on faculty to report the
former chairman of
In September 2009, the Board of Trustees
violations, another illustration of
academic standards
approved a new student code and much
the importance instuctors play in
attention was devoted to the section on
the academic integrity process.
academic honesty, said Scot Allgood, a former chairman of
Olsen said, “When a violation occurs, we really leave
academic standards.
it up to the faculty to talk to the student, decide on an
“There were concerns from student representatives that
there were definitions and pieces of the academic honesty
- See CODE, page 4
By TRAVIS JOHNSON
staff writer

Player arrested for drug possession
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

ANTHONY DILORETO was suspended indefinitely from the Aggie basketball
team after being arrested and booked into jail for marijuana and drug paraphernalia possession. It is unknown how DiLoreto’s arrest will affect his probation. PETE P.
SMITHSUTH photo
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USU basketball redshirt Anthony
DiLoreto was sitting in the Cache County Jail
while his teammates played the University of
Idaho in the Spectrum Wednesday night.
DiLoreto was arrested and booked Monday
for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia, class A misdemeanors, according
to a Cache County Jail booking document.
According to a USU athletics press release,
head coach Stew Morrill announced Monday
that DiLoreto has been “suspended from the
team indefinitely.” DiLoreto’s suspension will
mean he will not practice or travel with the
team.
USU Police Capt. Steve Milne said DiLoreto
was pulled over around 6 p.m. Feb. 1, because
his vehicle’s headlight wasn’t functioning.
Milne smelled marijuana and said DiLoreto
admitted he had been smoking. DiLoreto
had marijuana with him, which he gave to
the officer, who then arrested and booked
DiLoreto into the Cache County Jail, Milne
said.
DiLoreto was still incarcerated as of 2 p.m.
Thursday, according to the Cache County
Sheriff’s Office.
The Utah Statesman previously reported
that DiLoreto plead guilty Aug. 7 to possession of burglarious tools in a bank robbery in
Burnett County, Wis. He was sentenced to 90
days in jail and 100 hours of community service in Burnett County. DiLoreto’s sentence
was divided into three 30-day installments
of jail time to be served in Burnett County,
allowing him to participate with the USU basketball team during the school year.
Darlene Treague, victim and witness
coordinator for the Burnett County district
attorney’s office, said she was involved with
the bank robbery case, but she hadn’t heard
of DiLoreto’s recent arrest until Thursday. She
said it’s too early to tell how this arrest will
affect his probation.
“It all takes time,” she said. “The department of corrections will be advised. They’ll be
advising whether he’s revoked or pulled back
for further sentencing.”
USU athletics department spokesman Doug
Hoffman declined to comment.
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
Assistant features editor Benjamin Wood contributed information to this report.

Aikido, a
martial art,
emphasizes
movement
over competition.
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Editor shares
success tips
By ADAM WARD
staff writer

Deseret news editor Joseph
Cannon gave four tips on how
to be successful in the future,
saying it was his “final lecture.”
Cannon, who spoke
Wednesday at USU for the
Huntsman School of Business
Dean’s Convocation, said these
tips are ones he wished he had
heard when he was in college.
The first tip he gave was to
never underestimate the role
of serendipity in anyone’s life.
He said when he was in middle
school, he played trumpet in
the band. Though he enjoyed
it, the teacher told him to try
the French horn, which is a
much more difficult instrument. He picked up the French
horn, and because he became
quite good at it, he was able to
get a full-ride scholarship to
BYU.
If the teacher hadn’t suggested he tried the French
horn, he would’ve never been
able to attend a school that
expensive and would have just
gone to a community college in
California, he said. His scholarship to BYU enabled him to
go to law school and receive a
great education.
His second tip was that
fortune favors the prepared
mind. He said if students are
open and prepared for the possibility of good things coming
in their life, it will bring good
things. He said he once met the
president of a steel company as
he was working on an environmental board for the government, which was attempting

to restrict emissions from steel
companies. The president told
him that it would kill the steel
industry, to which Cannon said
to call him if the Geneva steel
mine in Utah was ever going
out of business, and he may be
able to do something.
A few years later the president called him and asked if he
wanted to purchase the steel
mine. Cannon purchased the
mine and became the CEO of
Geneva steel.
Cannon said his third tip
was to read. He was a partner
for a large law firm and was on
the hiring board for the firm.
He said that as the new generations of lawyers came to the
firm, he noticed their writing
was becoming worse. He said
this frustrated him, because
he considers writing to be an
extremely important skill and
to be a good writer people
need to read.
He said that books such as
“The Iliad” and “The Odyssey”
were both essential books that
must be read in order to be
successful. Cannon also said
people need to put down their
text messages and read a book.
Taking time to read through
a novel will allow people to
understand it more clearly and
get something out of it.
The fourth tip given by
Cannon was to avoid all the
noise in the world. He said it
seems like everyone constantly
has headphones in their ear or
the television on while they’re
sleeping and this bombardment of noise is distracting
people from quality thinking.

- See READ, page 3
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman
is to correct any error made as soon
as possible. If you find something
you would like clarified or find
unfair, please contact the editor at
797-1762 or TSC 105.

Possible tax break for hiring unemployed

WASHINGTON (AP) – Key
is put aside,” Schumer said. “Our payDemocrats and Republicans neared
roll tax cut is a simple, cost-effective
agreement Wednesday on plans to
and bipartisan solution.”
give businesses a tax break for hiring
Hatch said, “As a conservative, this
unemployed workers, a rare glimmer of
proposal isn’t about more and more
bipartisanship in Congress that could
government spending; it’s about tax
hand President Barack Obama a badly
relief to get employers hiring again,
needed political victory.
which is exactly what millions of
The measure is an alternative
unemployed Americans most desperto Obama’s proposed tax cut of up
ately need.”
Wayne Newton’s
to $5,000 for each new worker that
Obama first said he supported a
employers hire. Obama’s plan ran
new jobs tax credit in December, but
abandoned jet rots
into opposition from some House
House Democrats left it out of a jobs
WATERFORD, Mich. (AP)
Democrats skeptical whether employbill they passed that month because
– Officials say singer Wayne
ers will hire because of a tax break.
they couldn’t figure out how to make it
Newton owes a Detroit-area airThe Senate alternative would
work effectively. That bill stalled in the
port more than
exempt companies from paying the
Senate.
$60,000 after
employer’s share of Social Security pay“I don’t know anybody in busiabandoning his
roll taxes for new workers hired this
ness who hires an employee because
plane more than
year, as long as those people had been
they will get a tax break,” Rep. Mike
three years ago
ARIZONA LAWMAKERS and Boeing representatives gather in front of the
unemployed at least 60 days. It could
Thompson, D-Calif., said Wednesday.
and leaving it to
Boeing offices in Mesa, Ariz. on Tuesday, Jan. 5, as State speaker of the House Kirk
pass the Senate as early as next week.
“They hire employees because they
gather mold.
Both measures are aimed at provid- Adams announces the Arizona House of Representatives’ plan to address the plumhave work to do.”
meting Arizona economy and the nearly 9 percent unemployment rate. AP photo
Oakland
ing private businesses an incentive to
Rep. Lloyd Doggett, D-Texas, said
County
a proposal by Democratic Sen. Chuck
abuse than Obama’s plan, which would companies that have struggled to keep
hire some of the 7 million Americans
WAYNE
International
Schumer of New York and Republican
cost $33 billion.
who have lost their jobs in the recesworkers would miss out on the credit
Airport President NEWTON
Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah. It would
The Senate bill under discussion
sion.
while those that got rid of workers
Joe Borgesen says the plane once
save companies 6.2 percent of the new
Wednesday would also extend unemSenate leaders plan to unveil their
could get it when they hire replaceworth about $2 million was flown jobs bill Thursday and vote on it as
workers’ salaries that are subject to
ployment payments for those whose
ments.
into the airport about 25 miles
Social Security taxes, and would cost
benefits have run out, and would renew
early as next week. Even though their
“Surely, the Treasury can come
northwest of Detroit to have inte- plan differs from Obama’s, passage
about $11 billion over 10 years, accord- a program that offers the jobless a
up with a better way to promote job
rior work done that took about a would be a boost to the president as
ing to updated estimates.
subsidy for health insurance premiums growth,” Doggett said to Treasury
year to complete. He said Newton, he tries to renew his administration’s
A company could save a maximum
under the COBRA program. About $33 Secretary Tim Geithner Wednesday at
who is known as “Mr. Las Vegas,” efforts to reduce unemployment in the of $6,621 if it hired an unemployed
billion in popular tax breaks, including a House Ways and Means Committee
initially paid storage fees but then run-up to congressional elections in
worker after the bill is enacted and
an income tax deduction for sales and
hearing.
stopped.
paid
that
worker
at
least
$106,800
–
the
property taxes and a business tax credNovember.
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., chairmaximum amount of wages subject to
it for research and development, would man of the tax-writing Ways and
Senate passage would be a breakSocial Security taxes – by the end of the be extended for one year, through
through for bipartisanship in a chamMeans Committee, offered this assessyear. The company could get an addi2010.
ber that has been split sharply along
ment: “It’s controversial, it’s on the
tional $1,000 on its 2011 tax return if
The bill would cost a total of about
party lines on many important votes.
table.”
it kept the new worker for at least a full $81 billion, and would be partially offIt would also put House Democrats on
Geithner said that while increasing
Utah woman charged the spot to help Obama. Some House year.
set by closing an unintended tax loopconsumer demand is key to job growth,
Schumer said the money would be
hole enabling paper companies to get
tax breaks for hiring new workers
for murder in shooting Democrats have been wary of the jobs
repaid
to
Social
Security,
but
he
didn’t
tax credits for producing alternative
tax credit because they doubt it would
could help as demand starts to pick up.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – Salt
say how.
fuels during the paper-making process.
be effective and they question whether
“This doesn’t solve all problems,”
Lake County prosecutors charged it would be open to fraud.
Supporters said the Senate plan is
“This proposal shows how much we Geithner said. “But we think it’ll make
a 70-year-old woman with murder
cheaper, simpler and less vulnerable to can do to help create jobs when politics a real difference.”
The Senate plan is modeled after
on Thursday in the fatal shooting
of her daughter-in-law.
Court papers say a witness saw
Mary Nance Hanson fire multiple
shots into the car of 34-year-old
Tetyana Nikitina as she prepared
CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico (AP) – Mexico’s power- the attacks on the Sinaloa cartel. He told AP that car- often sell candy, cigarettes and gum at Juarez interto leave the Salt Lake Community ful cartels have taken to running drug rehabilitation
tel members checked themselves into the unlicensed
sections to raise money for struggling rehabilitation
Action Program Head Start school centers, turning recovering addicts into hit men and
clinics posing as patients. They eventually gained
centers. Cartels have seized the opportunity and use
on Friday.
smugglers and giving some an ultimatum: Work for
control by co-opting or running off the workers by
addicts to peddle drugs as well.
us or we’ll kill you.
threatening to kill them.
Lorenzo Macarena, a heroin addict, was a patient
Two of the country’s six major drug cartels are
Sinaloa members sought by police or by the rival
at a clinic where state investigators later found memknown to have used treatment facilities to further
Juarez gang would check into the clinics, so they
bers of the Sinaloa cartel working.
their trade, top Mexican law enforcement officials
could hide out, Valencia said. The cartel also used the
Macerena was homeless, weighed 80 pounds and
told
The
Associated
Press
in
exclusive
interviews.
centers
to
lure
in
addicts,
then
tell
them
they
had
to
had
an insatiable habit when another homeless man
David Letterman, Feb. 2, 2010
Here,
just
across
the
border
from
El
Paso,
Texas,
work
as
drug
dealers
or
be
killed.
gave
him the address of what he believed to be a
Top 10 Reasons Your Film wasn’t nomi41
people
have
been
killed
in
mass
shootings
at
rehab
Recovering
addicts,
even
from
licensed
clinics,
legitimate
clinic.
nated for an Academy Award.
clinics
over
the
past
year
and
a
half
–
massacres
10. Instead of black and white it
prompted not only by recruitment efforts within the
was shot in just black.
clinics, but also by more common reasons like failure
9. ”Limited theatrical release”
to pay for drugs or betrayal of a dealer.
consisted of your parents’ base“The rehabilitation centers are an extension of
ment in Secaucus.
the
battlefield,” said Edgardo Buscaglia, a leading
8. Missed submisson deadline
Mexican
drug expert. “There are no refuges anybecause you’re on the Mayan calmore.”
endar.
The phenomenon highlights the government’s
7. Romantic leads are George
failure
to address the social ills that have grown
Clooney and Gerry Cooney.
from
Mexico’s
burgeoning drug trade, he said. While
6. Jury at Cannes gave you more
the government has gone after the cartels using the
death sentences than Chemical
police and military, they have done little to regulate
Ali.
5. You bribed Academy president private treatment facilities that have proliferated
as cocaine use doubled nationwide over the last six
with a Toyota.
years.
4. Directed by a drunk and conIn Ciudad Juarez, a city of 1.3 million with an
fused Rip Torn.
estimated
100,000 addicts, many of the clinics are
3. Film could only be seen if you
unlicensed,
run out of dilapidated homes by former
wore 5-D glasses.
addicts – making them easy targets for traffickers to
2. Due to budget constraints,
infiltrate.
alien robot is a guy with alumiVictor Valencia, the former public safety secretary A FAKE SKULL AND A RELIGIOUS IMAGE are seen in this Nov. 20 photo in one of the dorms at the
num foil underpants.
CDLDA rehab center in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. Mexico’s powerful drug cartels have been operating drug rehabilifor Chihuahua state who resigned Sunday and is
1. Jets coach Rex Ryan saw film,
tation clinics, turning some into bloody killing fields and forcing recovering addicts into their ranks of hit men and
expected
to
run
for
mayor
of
Ciudad
Juarez,
blamed
gave it the finger.
smugglers. AP photo
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Drug cartels co-opt rehab for hit men recruits
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Specialist awarded for early successes Briefs
Campus & Community

By EMILY HOFERITZA
staff writer

Brian Higginbotham, University Extension
family life specialist, received the Early Career
Achievement Award in November at the annual
meeting of the National Council on Family
Relations in San Francisco, Calif.
Higginbotham has been an Extension specialist for four years. Over time, he has been
recognized for his research and work in several
critical family and human development areas
and generated many research-based resources
focusing on healthy relationships, family
dynamics and parenting that are accessible to
educators and families nationwide.
Linda Skogrand, USU associate professor and
Extension specialist, nominated Higginbotham
for the award.
“Brian exhibits the true spirit of Extension
by conducting high-quality research and also
having a passion for using this research to help
people in communities,” Skogrand said in a
press release.
As part of the nomination process, Skogrand
submitted answers to several questions describing Higginbotham’s work with the Extension
and the family life programs.
In the nomination letter, Skogrand outlined
many of the programs Higginbotham has
worked with, in Utah and across the country.
Higginbotham is the Extension’s representative for the Utah Marriage commission, coordinating its Web site that includes relationship
education resources, which are taught online or
in classrooms around the state.
He co-authored a 44-page marriage handbook given to couples when they apply for a
marriage license. Nearly 30,000 of the handbook has been distributed in Utah, while thousands more have been distributed in Alabama,
Pennsylvania, Colorado, Texas, Missouri, Ohio
and Illinois. The handbook has also been
turned into an online class, available nationally.
While working for the University Extension,
Higginbotham has worked closely with many
different organizations to create programs and
literature designed to help those in what he
referred to as “the underserved population,”
which includes stepfamilies.
“This is the first time a state has ever done
an initiative like this in the whole nation,”
Higginbotham said. “Not only are we providing
a valued and appreciated service for these stepfamilies, we’re also providing practices for the
field in terms of the research that we’re doing on
the effectiveness.”
Higginbotham also runs two federal projects
that provide stepfamily and remarriage education classes around the state. These programs
have served approximately 1,700 adults and
1,500 children, he said.

Sky Club offering
night of jazz music

BRIAN HIGGINBOTHAM published a 44-page marriage handbook as well as other literature to help
strengthen family relationships. He was awarded for his extensive relationship work with the Early Career
Achievement Award after a two-year interview process. TODD JONES photo

“The reputation of the university gets
enhanced,” Higginbotham said. “With us being
the only state that’s doing a statewide effort
around stepfamilies, it really sets Utah State
University apart as a leader in helping provide
resources.”
After each class has concluded, participants
are interviewed over a period of two years in
order to gauge the effectiveness of the program.
Responses from 2007 participants that were
mentioned in the nomination letter spoke highly of the program and suggested that families
were given valuable tools through the program.

Read: To prepare for the future
-continued from page 3
He said having quiet time to just sit and
think will help people be more virtuous
and figure out many things in life. It’s
impossible to do this with all the noise
in everyday life, he said.
Cannon then took questions about
the newspaper industry and other
general business questions that he had
experience with. He said the newspaper
industry is falling behind, and in 10
years it will be nothing like it is today.
He said the only papers that’ll survive
will be the ones that have a certain
niche, where the readers won’t go away
because it’s the only place to get certain
news. He said the industry may be more

like “daily magazines” rather than a
daily news, with each newspaper having
a particular set of people the content is
meant for.
Cannon attended BYU for his undergraduate degree in political science and
graduate degree in law school. After
graduating he went on to do many different jobs, including working for the
Environmental Protection Agency;
being a partner in Pillsbury Madison
& Sutro, a law firm that specializes in
environmental and administrative law;
being the CEO of Geneva steel and, now,
the news editor of The Deseret News.
– adam.ward@aggiemail.usu.edu

JOSEPH CANNON said in 10 years the newspaper business will be run differently. He
said the only newspapers that will survive are those that cater to a specific audience. PETE P.
SMITHSUTH photo

In addition to these and other programs,
Higginbotham is a member of the National
Extension Relationship and Marriage Education
Network (NERMEN), co-authoring two articles
for the network’s 80-page Guide to Effective
Programming.
The Extension office provides a learning
opportunity for students through research
opportunities, Higginbotham said.
“Our goal, as a state institution,”
Higginbotham said, “is to help families around
the state be successful.”
– emily.hoferitza@aggiemail.usu.edu

NFS funds NEON
monitoring project
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Recent developments in a
massive environmental monitoring project have Utah State
University College of Science
Dean Jim MacMahon feeling
optimistic.
“We’ve successfully completed a National Science
Foundation Final Design
Review,” said MacMahon,
who chairs the board of directors of the National Ecological
Observatory Network, better
known as NEON. “And President
Obama’s 2011 budget has allotted $433 million for construction.”
Once established, the huge
NSF-funded network will allow
scientists to continuously monitor thousands of environmental
measurements throughout the
nation. During the past five
years, the Boulder, Colo. based,
project has tapped the expertise
of nearly 2,000 scientists, along
with specialists in finance, logistics and environmental law, and
assembled a staff of about 100
to craft the project’s plan and
budget. If all goes as planned, 62
sites will be constructed across
the nation by 2016 that will
collect information about the
impacts of climate change, land
use change and invasive species
on natural resources and biodiversity.
“It’s a monumental task
— nothing has been attempted
on this scale before,” says
MacMahon, trustee professor
of biology and director of USU’s
Ecology Center. “With the data
we collect, we’ll be able to understand environmental disturbances in much more detail than
ever before.”

Selection of observatory
sites involved identifying and
mapping the nation’s unique
eco-climate domains based on
new, statistically rigorous analyses of eco-climatic variables.
NEON established 20 domains;
Utah straddles two: The West’s
Great Basin and the Four
Corners area’s Southern RockiesColorado Plateau.
“Each NEON domain will
have one core observatory site
as well as two relocatable sites
to collect varied data sets,”
MacMahon said. “Specially
equipped vehicles and aircraft
will also be used to collect very
detailed analytical images of
large areas.”
Core observatory sites will
use towers modeled on wildfire
watch towers outfitted with
sophisticated environmental
and meteorological monitoring
equipment.
Taken together, MacMahon
said, the core sites will provide a
baseline for comparing ecological conditions that can be used
to develop and test ecological
models.
“We’ll be able to integrate
a lot of different approaches to
ecology and predict what we call
‘ecological thresholds,’” he said.
“These thresholds are sudden
environmental changes that
occur in very short periods.”
Past ecological thresholds of
note include the Dust Bowl of the
1930s that reduced the southern
Great Plains to wasted farmland
and roiling dust storms.
“NEON offers transformational opportunities,”
MacMahon said. “It’s exciting to
see tangible results from years of
painstaking planning and to see
the project moving forward.”

USU’s Skyroom restaurant will
be transformed into a 1930s jazz
nightclub Feb. 12 and 13 during the
sixth annual “Jazz Night at the Sky
Club.”
The evening includes fine dining,
live jazz music and dancing, and all
proceeds support the Larry Smith
Jazz Scholarship. A Student-Only
Dance Night is planned for Feb. 11.
The production is a combined
effort of USU’s music department,
the Skyroom Restaurant, USU
Catering and University Inn and
Conference Center.
While patrons enjoy rich
vocals and smooth jazz music, the
Skyroom features a spread of courses, starting with a savory appetizer.
Entrees include bacon-wrapped tenderloin, honey ginger salmon or a
choice of two other entrees, including a vegetarian offering. Also available are specialty drinks, including
flavored lemonades, Aggie Sparkle,
Lime Rickey or Shirley Temple.
Following dinner, the USU Jazz
Ensemble and Orchestra and their
vocalists will kick off the remainder
of the evening with the Big Band
dance songs made timeless by jazz
legends and others, including Duke
Ellington, Glenn Miller, Bobby
Darin and Billie Holiday. The dance
floor becomes a hot spot for the
Charleston, Lindy Hop, Jitterbug
and other dances nostalgic of the
first half of the 20th century.
Tickets for Jazz Night at the Sky
Club are $44 and are available at
the USU Ticket Office in the Smith
Spectrum (900 E. 900 North Logan)
through Feb. 10. The University
Inn on the USU campus offers an
overnight package that includes
two tickets to the show, a night stay
and a hot catered breakfast the next
morning.

Novel to stir
arguable topics
The first of three events planned
for the pilot Faculty Common
Literature Experience program will
be held Feb. 11 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Merril-Cazier Library, Room 101. The
workshop will include a panel presentation and discussion of the book
“What is Your Dangerous Idea?”
edited by John Brockman.
The presentation, sponsored
by the vice provost for Faculty
Development and Diversity, provides
an opportunity to explore ways to
discuss controversial topics productively in the classroom. Members
of the panel include USU faculty
members Christie Fox, director of the
honors program, David Hole, professor in the plants, soils, and climate
department, Robert Davies, program
coordinator for the Utah Climate
Center, and Paul Jakus, head of the
applied economics department.
It is not necessary to have read
the book to benefit from the panel
presentation and discussion. A substantial portion of the book is freely
available online. Ten copies of the
book are also available at the library,
available for a two-week loan period.

Chefs to compete
at chili cook-off
The College of Agriculture Chili
cook-off will be held Saturday,
Feb. 6, before the men’s basketball
game Saturday night. It will be held
the ASTE (Agricultural Systems
Technology and Education) building, located at 1498 N. 800 East.
Chili will be $3 per person, $5 for
couples and $8 for families.
“I hear you’ll want to taste all the
chili’s, so you should bring a minimuffin tin,” said Krista Bustamante,
vice president for Campus Diversity
and Organizations.
There will be first, second and
third place prizes awarded for
the best chili, and the College of
Agriculture will provide bowls,
utensils, napkins, water and cornbread to supplement the chili. All
chili will be cooked using charcoal
briquettes and dutch ovens. The
Sagwich Basin Boys band will provide music at the event.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Halftime to raise relief money

total dollar amount will be announced to the audience before
the end of the game at the four-minute mark on the game clock.
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6
There will also be a video presentation during halftime
Over 25,000 books & more arriving daily!
about Haiti’s current needs and how USU is trying to help,
Buy, sell, & trade books at jensonbooksonline.com
USU’s Hope for Haiti efforts will be in high gear at
according to Winn and Traci Burnett, USU graduate student
Saturday’s men’s basketball game when student-athletes take up who has been involved in organizing USU’s Hope for Haiti since
posts at entrances to the Spectrum to collect
its inception. The efforts are centralized at the
“...even though
donations from the night’s attendees.
ASUSU Information Desk on the first floor of
Associated
Students
of
USU
(ASUSU)
the Taggart Student Center (TSC).
this
disaster
was
June to August. Residential.
President Tyler Tolson began work with
An update on the USU’s Hope for Haiti
Enjoy our website.
very tragic, take
the athletics department to plan the event,
Facebook page, which is now a group searchApply Online.
advantage of
ASUSU Athletics Vice President Jeremy
able by its name, states that as of Feb. 4 about
Males and Females
the opportunity
Winn said. He said about 30 athletes will be
$1,500 has been raised and a goal of raising
Meet new friends! Travel!
involved and they hope to collect at least $1
$20,000 has been set.
we have to bring
Teach your favorite activity.
from
every
person
in
attendance.
A campaign that was only an idea just days
TRIPP LAKE
our various
*Tennis
*Basketball
ASUSU President Tyler Tolson said, “Our goal
ago has been shaped into a full-fledged fundorganizations
*Canoe
*Field
is to hit $10,000.”
raiser, USU’s Hope for Haiti Dare to Care camCAMP for GIRLS
*Water Ski
*Hockey
Just before halftime, 12 student will walk
together to build paign. USU student Tasha Jorgensen presented
*Gymnastics
*Swim
from the floor to the top of the Spectrum with
the plan to the ASUSU Executive Council at its
a stronger com*Silver
*Sail
collection
jars,
one
student
at
each
of
the
12
meeting Tuesday. Students, including athletes,
1-800-997-4347
munity.”
*Jewelry
*Kayak
sections that have stairways from the floor
student government, resident assistants and
www.tripplake*English
*Archery
– Dare to Care others, are being asked to perform a dare if the
all the way up, Winn said. They will remain
*Riding
*Rocks
there into the second half of the game, so that
campaign statement campus raises a certain amount of money for
camp.com
*Copper
*Ropes
everyone who is able to donate has the opporHaiti. The ASUSU Executive Council agreed
*Enameling
*Art
tunity. With 10 minutes left in the game,
to participate, though it has not yet finalized
collections will be counted in a back room, Winn said, and the
whether the officers will perform a dare as a group or each
come up with individual dares.
to make sure that there are no “Taboo” words said over the air.
“Maybe I’ll wax my back,” said Nate Robinson, ASUSU
Of course this is a task that would almost be impossible to
administrative assistant.
tackle for anyone by themselves, and luckily I have seven addiJorgensen said doing something people wouldn’t normally
tional directors who help me with this in areas such as station proIf you want to know what’s going on here at USU, you can hear about it
see or like to do, be it painful, gross or funny, is a good way to
gramming, promotion, underwriting production and many more.
on USU’s student radio station, Fusion HD3. Broadcasting on UPR’s third
The biggest success story of Fusion HD3 is the volunteer DJs
get people to contribute to a cause. Some officers at the ASUSU
HD channel, as well as online.
who, every week, put in time to make the station’s on-air programmeeting contemplated eating out-of-the-ordinary items – vegMy name is Jon Allen and I am the station director for Fusion
ming sound incredible.
HD3, doing everything I can to make sure that you are in the know
etables for one, meat for another or dying their hair.
Currently there are more than 40 DJs who have a scheduled
with all kinds of events on campus and sometimes off campus, as
“Who wants to wax their chest with me?” Tolson asked, to
show on Fusion HD3 with many more volunteers working on other
well.
aspects of the station to bring it to life. The great thing is that
which
no one responded.
First off, just to let you know a little bit about me, I am a junior
Fusion HD3 does exactly what the name implies. It fuses all difCollections will be taken from Feb. 10-17. On-campus housat USU and am majoring in MIS. That’s right, I’m not in any kind of
ferent music tastes onto one free format station so everyone can
broadcasting or multimedia field, and it is this that makes Fusion HD3 so
ing residents can donate for their “dares” from now until the
get what they want.
great. Anyone can get involved and can be a major player in the station. I
final count on Feb. 17. A final event with totals announcements
We also do what we can to fill the information void that studid because “I Love Music.” I love all kinds of music and love seeing that
dents sometimes feel, as far as campus event promotions go, by
will be held in the TSC Ballroom Thursday, Feb. 18.
music live. “This Love” of music, and my desire to share it, is what got
announcing events for ASUSU frequently so listeners know exactJorgensen acknowledged that some dares will cost small
me interested in working at Fusion HD3 last year.
ly what is going on in Logan.
amounts
of money, which will be taken from the budgets of
I started off volunteering as a DJ in fall ’08 and, just like any DJ who
Getting involved with Fusion HD3 is easy. First off, the simgets that experience, I fell in love with it. I loved it so much that I wanted
contributing organizations, rather than from the collections for
plest way that you can help is to listen. It is easy to do, too, just got
to do more and get involved with strengthening and expanding the stato http://radio.usu.edu and pick your favorite media player on the
Hope for Haiti.
tion.
Web site and there you have it. Most DJs are open for reasonable
The Dare to Care information sheet handed out at the
Now, apart from being a DJ, as station director I am responsible for
requests too. Just call 797-5503 or e-mail your request to requests.
ASUSU
Executive Council meeting states the purpose of the
making sure the station is running smoothly and also that it is running in
fusionhd3@usu.edu.
accordance with FCC standards. In simple words, it is my responsibility
campaign is to “raise money for the victims of the disaster in
If that doesn’t fill your helping tank, Fusion HD3 is 100 percent dependent on dedicated volunteers who are willing to DJ or
Haiti, and even though this disaster was very tragic, take advanfill other vital roles for the station. Anyone who is a student at
tage of the opportunity we have to bring our various organizaUSU can get involved. If you feel like this is a way that you want
tions together to build a stronger community.”
your voice, and your music, to be heard let us know. Just go to
To pledge or participate in a dare, help advertise or set up
our Web site and e-mail any of the directors, and we will get you
going at Fusion HD3.Tune in whenever and wherever you can to
for an event or dare, contact Tasha Jorgensen, tasha.jorgensen@
hear what USU students are listening to and doing on campus, and
aggiemail.usu.edu, or Kaitlyn Durbin, k.durb@aggiemail.usu.
to see what you can do to get more involved at USU. And don’t
edu.
forget, Fusion HD3 is USU’s student radio station – for the stu– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
dents, by the students.
(turn on 1700 S)

By CHELSEY GENSEL
news senior writer

Summer in
Maine

Summer Job FaIR

Representatives from summer camps, resorts, parks and
on-campus employers will be attending the Summer Job
Fair. This gives students an excellent chance to explore
job opportunities.
The representatives will have various
Fusion
Wants
You!
information and applications available. Many employers
interview the day of the fair.

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 9am-2pm
Taggart Ctr., Sunburst Lounge

FUSION
HD3

John Allen

Code: Cheaters must be
addressed within seven days
-continued from page 1

Summer Job
Fair
Representatives from summer camps, resorts, parks
Representatives from summer camps, resorts, parks
and on-campus employers will be attending the
and on-campus employers will be attending the
Summer Job Fair. This gives students an excellent
Summer Job Fair. This gives students an excellent
chance to explore job opportunities. The
chance to explore job opportunities. The
representatives will have various information and
representatives will have various information and
applications available. Many employers interview the
applications available. Many employers interview the
day of the fair.
day of the fair.

Tuesday, Feb.
Feb. 9,9, 9am-2pm
9am-2pm
Tuesday,
Taggart Ctr.
Ctr.,, Sunburst
Sunburst Lounge
Lounge
Taggart

appropriate consequence and many of the responsibilities
then notify our office so we
the associate vice president
can track students. There is a of the Student Services Office
difference between students
has now taken over. A man
caught cheating once, and
named Dallin Philips filled
students who cheat in multhe position, and he was in
tiple classes and over more
charge of recording violations
than one semester.”
and tracking repeat offendOlsen said his role was not ers, setting up Honor Board
as an administrator, or one
hearings, as well as dealing
of oversight, but simply to
with nonacademic conduct
track.
issues. In May 2009, Philips
Olsen said if students are
took advantage of voluntary
dissatisfied or doesn’t feel a
separation, a sort of early
violation has occurred, there
retirement incentive offered
are options they can appeal
by the university, and Olsen
in their case.
took over many of his responThe stusibilities.
“There is a difdent code
Olsen said,
states, “If
“Dallin was
ference between
the student
working
students caught
denies that
part time,
cheating once,
a violation
so many of
has occurred and students who
his duties
and chooses
are spread
cheat in multiple
to appeal the classes and over
around the
decision of
office.”
more than one
the instrucOlsen said
semester.”
tor, the
although
student shall
– Eric Olsen, taking over
have seven
Philips’
associate vice president duties adds
days from
of student services to his workthe student/
instructor
load, it’s
meeting to
usually only
request a meeting
in crises that he has to juggle
with the instructor and the
student conduct tasks and
dean of the college in which
other administrative functhe course is housed.”
tions. Although the names
According to the code, if
and titles have changed somestudents are still unsatisfied, what, the academic integrity
they may go to the Olsen
procedures haven’t changed
and request a hearing with
at all.
the Honor Board. The Honor
Olsen said, “Students
Board works much like a
won’t know the difference
trial, with rights the student
between what I do and what
is entitled to, a jury of peers,
Dallin did. The situation is
witnesses and so on.
exactly the same and issues
Olsen said that prior
are still resolved in a timely
to May 2009, there was a
manner.”
specific position, student
– travis.bingham.johnson@
conduct officer, that held
gmail.com
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Healthy education for the mind and body
By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

Aikido is literally translated as, a way to harmonize energy,
and that is the goal of professor Ronald Sims.
Sims is the department head of biological and irrigation engineering and teaches the aikido class at USU once a week, as well
as five classes a week at the Whittier Center.
Sims said he learned aikido in college.
“I saw an ad in our paper that said aikido was self-defense for
non-aggressive people,” he said. “It sounded interesting. I’d never
heard of something like that for non-aggressive people.”
When Sims came to teach at USU, he thought aikido would
help his engineering studetns deal with their stress and decided
to pass his knowledge along.
“I asked my students if they would be interested, and they said
yes. So I went to the HPER and turned in an application, resume
and syllabus,” he said.
While his class started as a way to help students with their
stress, he also was blending energy with health and said it worked
well with the engineering curriculum.
“It was a way to help the students be healthy and get exercise
as well,” Sims said. “It gets mind and body to work together.”
Sims is the father of the USU Aikido Club president, Kirsten
Sims.
Graduate student Kirsten said she started learning aikido
from her father when she was 3 years old. She restarted the
Aikido Club, which was no longer operating, when she came back
for graduate school.
“I’m the senior ranking person in the dojo, so I’m the president,” she said.
On Feb. 1, the Aikido Club had an event, where Kirsten invited
Stephen Toyoda, the president of the Aikido Association of
America. She said she invited him because they trained together
for years.
“He’s very dynamic and personable and a good teacher for college students,” Kirsten said.
Toyoda led an aikido weapons workshop in the Taggart
Student Center Sunburst Lounge, where students of all levels were
invited to participate. Toyoda said the idea of aikido is to harmonize energy with a partner, in the hopes of reaching a peaceful
resolution.
“We hope we don’t have to use the weapons and our skills, but
we need to know them because we may have to use them,” he said.
Sims agreed with Toyoda and said knowing how to use the
weapons is important because of the pressure it brings. Students
are facing more of a threat, Sims said, helping them learn to deal
with stress.
Toyoda said an important aspect of being good at aikido was
mushin, or “no mind.”
“It doesn’t mean don’t think. It means awareness and being
aware of your surroundings,” he said. “Be aware of what’s happening now. Aikido is very dynamic. Things change.”
Sims said, “If you’re thinking, you’re usually thinking about
the past or the present and not about what is happening right
now.”
One of the best things about aikido, Sims said, is that it is not

I

PROFESSOR RONALD SIMS demonstrates an effective move to his aikido students by throwing instructor Jeremy Neff. Sims became
interested in teaching the class as a way for students to deal with stress. SCOTT PAGE photo

neccessary to be stronger than an opponent, because aikido is a
“great equalizer.” There are no competitions in aikido; instead,
the focus is on awareness, flexibility and how to move, not winning or beating others.
“We work on ourselves – don’t always have to win,” he said.
In aikido, there are no secrets that only some people know.

Walking in a
winter wonderland

t’s a fact. Cache Valley has the dirtiest winter air in America on a
consistent basis. The inversion, combined with the frequent warnings to avoid physical activity during poor air days, is enough to
give any college student a case of the winter blues. But what is to be done?
Heading south to Salt Lake City is rarely an improvement, and waiting for
those rare, but better appreciated, clear days can take days or weeks. Some
students have found a better solution: head into the beautiful mountains
that surround Cache Valley. Up and out of the inversion and into the sunlight and fresh air that is so illusive on the valley floor.
Snowboarding has long been a hobby of Cache
Valley residents and a way to escape the haze and
gray of the valley. But students can find it difficult
to afford a day on the mountain. And with complicated class schedules and other activities, it can
be hard to make it to a ski resort during the week.
Local ski resorts are often crowded on weekends,
which can make for a less enjoyable experience.
However, other options exist for the struggling
college student. Snowshoeing and cross-country
skiing are great activities that don’t require a lift
ticket.
Cache Valley has a wide array of trails that
range from leisurely walks to challenging hikes.
Whatever experience people have, they’ll find an
area that will fit their abilities.
For the beginners in snowshoeing, the Riverside
Nature Trail offers a relatively easy trial. Just up Logan
Canyon off Highway 89, this trail is easily found near
the Spring Hollow campground. Accessible without
a four-wheel drive vehicle and relatively flat, the trail
follows the Logan River. Although it stays close to
Highway 89, the heavy trees and shrubs provide
for a beautiful escape. The hike is reasonably
short compared to other trails in Logan Canyon.
Rich in wildlife and scenery, the Riverside Nature
Trail is a great place to begin a hobby.
For the more advanced snowshoer, the Jardine
Juniper Trail is an adventure with a beautiful reward at the end. The trailhead begins
at the Wood Camp campground and is a
bit more difficult to access in the winter
months. This trail is well worth
the trip, though, and is a
great area to head to with
a group of friends. The trail
winds through mountain

TODD JONES photo

Teachers are diligent in helping students learn the movements to
limit the risk of injury.
“If you’re better, then there’s less damage. We hope to use control rather than hurt others,” Sims said. “Aikido is the martial art
of reconciliation.”
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

- See SNOW, page 6

MEMBERS OF BRAMBLE PLAY at the Sundance Film Festival
in Park City. The group is currently promoting their debut EP,
HAGS. Photo courtesy of Bramble band

Utah-based Bramble
shows potential

The independent folk band
Landon
Bramble was on the streets of
Park City during the Sundance
Hemsley
Film Festival, playing music and
hoping to attract the attention
of someone with power. What
the band got was me.
I don’t know if I have the
power and influence Bramble
Grade B
was hoping to find among
“H.A.G.S.”
everyone at Sundance, but
from what I heard, I thought by Bramble
the music was good enough to
at least review. I approached
the band, spoke with the accordionist, Ian Accord, and he
and his band allowed me to review his music.
Bramble’s members are from Salt Lake City. Accord said
the band’s creation was was relatively simple.
“Chaz (Prymek) and James (Miska), the guitar and turongo
players, biked down the west coast on a tour, just doing their
solo stuff,” Accord said. “While they were going down the
coast, they met a lady who took them on an herb walk and
explained the Bramble bush to them, and so they started
writing songs together and called the band Bramble. I joined
up when I picked them up in San Diego.”
The four-man group plays a style of music similar to

Tune
Takes

- See FOLK, page 7
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Pre-Emptive

Critics

‘District 13: Ultimatum’

Everything about “District 13: Ultimatum” seems undeniably branded with the mark of quality. It has French
cops. It has kung fu. It has parkour. It has one of the protagonists intimidatingly cracking his neck before giving
the business to a bunch of bad guys. What else could you
want in a feature film? I hope the answer you just shouted
was, “Not a dang thing,” because I don’t think there’s
much else to look forward to.
Like the first “District 13,” “D13:U,” is going to be
stupid, really stupid. Don’t go in expecting believable
characterization. Don’t expect much of a plot. Don’t even
expect that the laws of physics are going to behave in the
traditional manner you’ve come to know and love.
What you can expect is a mind-numbing good time.
First, imagine the opening of “Casino Royale.” Subtract
Daniel Craig. Add la Tour Eiffel. Multiply by a plot whose
IMDB synopsis includes the words “Damien” and “Drastic
Measures.” Congratulations. You’ve just calculated the
best part of your weekend.
You’ll want to stock up on some goodies. To stay thematically appropriate, I suggest Milk Duds, a big bucket
of popcorn and a nice chilled Perrier. Lean back, zone out
and let Luc Besson and company blow your mind.
– be.ro@aggiemail.usu.edu
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‘Valentine’s Day’

‘The Lightning Thief’

For a movie of unoriginal name and generic romantic
comedy values, “Valentine’s Day” seems fairly entertaining. The star-riddled cast and predictable synopsis of 10
characters’ lives intersecting in humorous ways reminds
me of last February’s “He’s Just not That Into You”, only I
expect “Valentine’s Day” to contain less reality and more
false hope. A win-win for hopeless romantics.
Packing a film to the brim with young, hot talent often
says to me, “We are utilizing every resource to prevent this
movie from tanking.” There are some exceptions, such as
“Whip It” or the aforementioned “He’s Just not That Into
You”.
“Valentine’s Day,” however, is not one of those exceptions. Since the movie is heavily packed with known stars,
characters will have little substance and untiring wit, the
makings of yet another Hollywood assembly line romantic
comedy.
I am not entirely cynical. I will probably go to “Valentine’s
Day” with the roommates for a girls night, enjoy many a
laugh and leave content. It will be interesting to see Julia
Roberts act with her niece Emma Roberts and to see
whether Bradley Cooper has managed to create a new
facet to his endlessly deep stud-muffin exterior. If not, I
fear I may be looking for Zach Galifianakis’ Alan every
time I see Phil.
“Valentine’s Day” is directed by Garry Marshall, director
of “Pretty Woman.” The question is his motive: to make
a quality film or an easy couple million? My bet is on the
latter. I can only hope the quips of some talented actors
will not be overshadowed by the weaknesses of nameless
others -- Jessica Alba and Jamie Foxx -- or for somewhat
convincing chemistry among the multiple couples. But
Taylor Swift and Taylor Lautner declaring their high school
sweetheart love for each other and macking? That’s a low
blow, Hollywood.
I am pre-emptively apathetic about this movie.
– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu

“Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief”
is based on a set of books. The story follows the classic
hero timeline: normal guy gets moved to a new place, finds
out he’s the son of a god, has to save the world, intensity
ensues and, of course, eventually wins.
While I long for a movie, or even a book, that doesn’t follow the regular plot, much like I wish there was a good
romance movie that didn’t, I still accept that the movie will
be good, even if predictable.
And how can it not be good? The director for this movie
also directed the first two “Harry Potter” movies, and it has
a wonderful cast.
Uma Thurman, Pierce Brosnan, Sean Bean and Rosario
Dawson play big roles. And Logan Lerman plays the main
character, Percy Jackson.
Thurman portrays Medusa, which should be a good
role for her. Dawson (Rent) plays Persephone, which will
be fun, and she should do well. I’ve never heard of the
person Brosnan plays, but after his acting and singing job in
“Mamma Mia,” I don’t know why he showed his face again.
Bean, who played Boromir in “Lord of the Rings,” plays
Zeus.
Lerman is no stranger to the big screen, although he’s
never played the main character. He was in “The Patriot,”
“What Women Want,” “The Butterfly Effect” and other
movies, all briefly and as kids or younger versions of adults.
My favorite preview of “Percy Jackson and the
Olympians: The Lightning Thief” is the one that starts out
with Percy Jackson underwater. He stayed under for seven
minutes. Spectacular. He moves to a new school, his crazy
teacher, who’s a demon, attacks him, and he finds out he’s
the son of the famous Poseidon. Then someone steals
Zeus’ lightning bolts ... and Jackson has to find them, saving
the day and returning all to order.
The movie comes out Feb. 12.
As sarcastic as it sounds, I am excited for this movie and
will probably end up watching it with my little sister over
Spring Break, if I get to choose.
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

The pre-emptive critics write knee-jerk analyses of upcoming films based solely on hearsay,
advance publicity and — most importantly — movie trailers. They have not seen the movies.

Snow: Fun sport can be dangerous Mass Effect 2 trumps original
-continued from page 5
meadows with plenty of open space to stop
off for a game of cat and mouse – a game
regularly enjoyed by snowshoeing enthusiasts. While the first leg of the trail may
seem easy, further in it becomes steeper
and could become more difficult for people not familiar with the sport. At the end of
the trail lies the Jardine Juniper, a withered
and beaten tree, which is estimated to be
1,500 to 3,000 years old. For anyone who
enjoys natural splendor, this trail is a must.
A little more than 10 miles, round-trip,
those snowshoeing to the Jardine Juniper
are advised to pack a lunch and plenty of
water.
Although fun, snowshoeing, like other
winter sports, can also be dangerous if
warnings and guidelines are not followed.
Since many trails are exposed to more
sunlight than the valley and combined with
steep slopes that make the mountains of
Logan so beautiful, the risk of avalanches
can be high. The Utah Avalanche Center
posts, on a daily basis, avalanche danger
for every county in Utah. For more information visit www.utahavalanchecenter.org.
When danger is high, the center advises
sticking to flatter, lower trails and avoiding
slopes with an inclination of more than 35
degrees.
Cold weather can be a problem with
any winter sport and snowshoeing can be
especially dangerous. It is important to stay
warm and layer clothing to prevent hypothermia.
The right gear is also important for
enjoying snowshoeing. Snowshoes, along
with coats and snow pants, can be purchased at most sporting good stores in
Logan. For students who just want to try it

Gaming

LESLIE BROWN, sophomore studying early
childhood and elementary education, enjoys the
scenery in Green Canyon. TODD JONES photo

out, the Outdoor Recreation Center (ORC)
on campus rents out snowshoes at a rate of
$8 for the day or $10 for the entire weekend.
Whether students are looking for a new
hobby or just trying to burn off some stress
in the sunshine, snowshoeing is a healthy
choice in winter activities and a fun alternative to crowded resorts.
Jared Stewart is a sophomore majoring
in print education and outdoor enthusiast.
Contact him at jared.stewart@aggiemail.
usu.edu

AGGIE SWEETHEART SPECIAL
Transmission
Service
$89.95 & up
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SERVICES
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tune up
$102.91

FREE

“Mass Effect” marked a bold
ship instead of via a pointless
Billy O’Keefe ride in the Mako buggy, which
venture for Bioware, which
McClatchy- has been excised completely.
took the underpinnings of its
superlatively deep role-playing
Tribune The side missions, by extension,
games and crammed them into
have more consequence in the
a tactical third-person shooter
Let’s go overall ecology, and a cleaner set
with combat as real-time as in
of menu interfaces makes it easiany other sci-fi action game.
er to (among other things) jump
Surprisingly, it worked: The
from one mission to another
combat was highly imperfect
with little downtime in between.
“Modern Warfare 2”
but easily sufficient, and the
Speaking of saving time,
branching storylines, deep charthe famously long load times
acter progression and ridiculous
from “ME1” are considerably
interplanetary scope made for one of 2007’s
more tolerable (and more elegantly presented)
best games.
this time around. Even more importantly, the
How impressive, then, that “Mass Effect 2”
wretched save system – which almost everyone
comes along and makes its predecessor look
learned, the hard way, didn’t autosave like it
like a rough draft by comparison.
appeared to – has received a very user-friendly
Principally, “ME2” doesn’t mess excessively overhaul. (It works, in other words.)
with what worked previously.
But what truly is remarkable about “ME2”
In particular, the storytelling – and the
is how profoundly Bioware transforms the
absolutely amazing branching conversation
weakest ingredient of “ME1” into this game’s
trees that allow the player to mold the person- most jaw-dropping asset. The combat in
ality of chief protagonist Commander Shepard “ME2” is more than just sufficient:
and, by proxy, the story and galaxies around
It’s completely indistinguishable – in terms
him – retains its considerable polish. “ME2”
of speed, control fluidity, explosiveness, and
is as saturated with planets, alien races and
enemy/squad A.I. – from the best cover-based
mythology as “ME1,” but it also benefits from
third-person shooters available today. A stunnot having to introduce it all to the degree its
ning visual presentation, led by perhaps the
predecessor did. The story takes a sharp turn
best camerawork the genre has yet seen, argustraight away – a dramatic change of fortune
ably puts it at the top of the heap.
and a pretty serious turning of some tables
Best of all, Bioware sacrificed exactly none
dictate the game’s first sequence – and while
of the role-playing underpinnings that carried
“ME2” has hours’ worth of optional side misthe combat in “ME1.” Those systems worked
sions in tow, pretty much everything operates
together well enough back then, but they sing
in the name of barreling the story forward.
in perfect harmony this time around, putting
Though “ME2” is large enough to span two “ME2” in a class all its own when it comes to
discs on the Xbox 360, Bioware has done a
blending two traditionally disparate genres
commendable job of cutting fat where it need- into one.
ed cutting. A slick mining mechanic allows
players to explore barren planets from the
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Learning to look before taking the leap

was recently walking between two middle
schools in Richmond (home of Pepperidge
Farm) on a cold wet afternoon. Such a
walk along the wild north steppes of Logan’s
Main Street is a normal part of my daily routine, and, as I transport myself by foot, I often
find myself connecting to my sister via cell
phone to bide time.
This particularly cold and wettish afternoon was proving to be no different to my
standard schedule, that is, until a pickup
truck whizzed past and sprayed my bright
red coat with a splash of muddy slush. (The
outside temperature was hovering at that
awkwardly annoying state in which water
cannot decide if it is liquid or solid.)
“Ugh!” I grunted to my sister. “Disgusting. I
was just minding my own business, and now
I’m all gunkified.”
My sister was expressing her sincerest
sympathies, when my eye caught an oncoming semi-truck, charging toward my direction
at full speed. Oh my. This 18-wheeler was
plowing through puddles with no mercy.
The radius of his truck-induced sprayage was
at least 15 feet, and this sprayage, a massive
tidal wave of sludge, was coming closer, and
closer and closer ...

I started to panic and hysterically speak
nonsensically to my sister. After abruptly
ending the call, my body’s instincts kicked
in and decided to dive my body headfirst
into the snowbank to my left, to escape the
impending danger. Lunge. Plunge. Shloonk.
Brr. Cold ice particles found their way into
my coat and into my shoes and onto the
back of my neck. As I sprung up for some
air, I found myself covered with a thorough
dusting of snow. I shook myself silly as I shivered with the jeebies. I had avoided a sloggy
shower only to find a bath of hypothermia.
To make it worse, there was an entire
herd of cows across the street that had seen
the entire incident. They stared at me with
their blank eyes, obviously judging me as
they ruminated their cud. I bet $5 they were
thinking less-than-flattering thoughts about
my course of action.
And this bugged me. Before I knew it, I
was raising my fists into the air and yelling:
“At least my burps and flatulence aren’t contributing to 18 percent of the world’s greenhouse gases, you tuffy hamburgers.”
They continued to stare at me, but this
time, if possible, with even more superiority
than before.

Hmph. Grumble, grumble. I continued on
my way.
Sometimes I act before thinking. Actually,
most of the time. Impulses come and I obey
without a second thought. Do I look before
I leap? No.
Sometimes I wish I did, because afterward,
as I review spontaneous decisions, I’ll admit
that maybe certain choices could have been
handled with more logical, docile mannerisms. Like the Cocoa Puffs incident. Ick, no
way am I pulling that skeleton out of the
closet. Not even for you, my dear readers.
But I will share a different story. Once, a
bus driver informed me that it tickles him
pink if a person folds up the bike rack in front
of the bus when it is not in use. A few weeks
later, as I was about to step onto a bus, I saw
that the rack was bicycle-less. The opportunity to serve my transportation community
beckoned with earnest draw.
“Ooh,” I exclaimed boldly. “Do you want
me to raise that back up?”
“Sure sweetie,” the bus driver said, fully
appreciating my conscientiousness.
I, fully playing out the part of the do-gooding hero, bent over to lift the metal rack.
Clank, clank. Clunk. Nothing was budging.

I shot a winsome smile at the bus driver and
exerted myself even more, popping a muscle
or two as I struggled to raise the confounded contraption. Oh, brother. I anxiously
searched for any sort of lever or button to
aid my process. This was more trouble than
it was worth.
Obviously, the bus driver agreed. “Ma’am,”
she called out. “Just get back into the bus,
ma’am. Don’t worry about it.”
As I, downcast, re-entered the bus, the
other passengers glared at me for wasting
their time by making the bus linger behind its
tight schedule. Shame. My only consolation
was entertaining the thought that I had good
intentions. But then another thought entered
my head: The path to hell
is paved with good intentions. Eee, there goes the
welfare of my soul.
Melissa Condie is a
senior majoring in music
education. Her column will appear here
weekly. Contact her at
m.condie@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Folk: local SLC band delivers promising debut EP full of versatility
-continued from page 5
Vandaveer, an artist I reviewed last fall. The
band’s tempo fluctuates and smooth acoustic guitar plays second-fiddle to the ukulele.
Bramble employs no full drum set – at least
the band didn’t when it was in Park City.
The only percussion was a lone cymbal,
supported by an empty wine bottle and an
empty five-gallon bucket upon which the
percussionist, Steve, kept the beat. I was
surprised at the members’ resourcefulness
and impressed by their skill.
Their debut EP is titled HAGS (Have a
Great Summer) and is set to debut at a show
in Salt Lake City Feb. 8. The EP is certainly
short – six tracks – but it is also very open.
Bramble’s style changes not only from track
to track, but also within each single.
For example, the first track, “Fruit of the
Moon,” starts out with a picked guitar solo,
but then quickly transitions into the accordion and ukulele. When the song is led into
its center portion, the music stops and then
restarts at a completely different tempo and
feel that could be compared to a mixture
between Jason Mraz and Bob Dylan. As
the song progresses, the tempo and style
change again in preparation for a climactic
ending, the lead singer harmonizing a capella with his blokes.
This song is good, but I believe much can
be said of the value of cyclical motion in a
song. The rhythm, which I thought was the
strength of this track through the first minute
or so, is abandoned to the point of being

somewhat confusing to the average listener.
No average listener will get a portion of this
song stuck in his head after a single listen
because the song is too diverse. However,
the guitar segment at the beginning of the
song, apart from the rest, is absolutely brilliant and leads decently into the center portion of this debut track.
My personal favorite of all the songs on
this EP is the second track, “The Bridge.” I
can’t help but think Oregon and California
coast when I hear the opening ukulele lines.
“Fruit of the Moon” has the rhythm weakness, and “Bridge” does not. The song is
consistent throughout its entirety. The accordion accompanies the ukulele nicely. I enjoy
the melody, and although there is no chorus
– I think Bramble is against the notion of
establishing a repetitive chorus – I can easily
picture myself rocking up and down with the
ocean on the west coast. The beat is great.
The only drawback I can pick out from this
track is the a capella lines at the end, separated by ukulele and cymbal. I don’t want to
say the lines are cheesy, but something great
is lacking in the last 30 seconds or so of that
song. If I ever figure out what that something
is, I plan on revealing it.
The rest of the album is similar to the first
two songs in nature. If you happen to find
HAGS on the store shelf, expect an EP with
a healthy dose of accordion music, ukulele and varying tempos. Bramble’s guitarist
is obviously a gifted acoustic artist, and I

Travolta ‘funny and limber’ in
best role since ‘Pulp Fiction’

In the generic but breezWhen the heroes hole up in a
Rene Rodriguez brothel to wait for the bad guys
ily entertaining “From Paris
with Love,” John Travolta runs
Miami Herald to arrive, Wax decides to pass
around sporting a bald head, a
the time by partaking of the
goatee, a hoop earring and an
services offered. For about a
I-don’t-give-a-damn disposition.
third of the movie, the pair runs
Playing Charlie Wax, a U.S. spearound holding a large vase
cial agent sent to Paris to thwart
filled with cocaine. The drug is
a terrorist attack, Travolta is Grade B
supposedly evidence, but they
funny and limber and a genuine “From Paris with Love” occasionally dip into it for an
bad-ass – someone who gets a
extra boost before walking into
secret kick out of always being smarter than a gunfight.
everyone else in the room. This is Travolta’s
Even the plot of “From Paris with Love,” as
most enjoyable and energetic performance simple as the film’s brief running time implies,
since “Pulp Fiction” and “Primary Colors,” contains a couple of terrific twists, including
and he’s a blast to watch.
one dinner scene that would horrify even
Directed by Pierre Morel, who previously the Food Network’s unflappable Barefoot
made two equally brisk movies (“District Contessa.
13” and last year’s “Taken”), “From Paris
“From Paris with Love” isn’t anything spewith Love” doesn’t waste a second of its 92 cial, and it lacks the furious energy that Liam
minutes. A protege of French filmmaker Luc Neeson brought to “Taken.” But the movie is
Besson (who produced the film), Morel has a more-than-adequate time filler before the
an unusually strong knack for pacing without big films of spring start to arrive, and it proves
assaulting you with his editing (ahem, Michael there’s plenty of life left in Travolta beyond
Bay). Morel is also shrewd at never slowing crap such as “Wild Hogs” and “Old Dogs.”
down his story with unnecessary exposition. He just needs the right director to get his
Here, you learn everything you need to know spark going.
along the way.
For example, the movie introduces James
Reece (Jonathan Rhys-Meyers), an assistant to
the U.S. ambassador who will become Wax’s
unwilling partner. At first, you figure Reece for
a nebbish pencil pusher, until a scene in which
he tries to plant a microphone under a desk
with chewing gum that isn’t sticky enough.
Although he’s resourceful, Reece is the mirror
opposite of Wax – he’s a man of words, not
action – and their odd-couple pairing should
have been tiresome and cliched.
But here, the mismatch leads to some
inspired action, such as a scene in which the
men ascend a spiral staircase lined with bad
guys, Wax one floor ahead of Reece to clear
the way, the latter horrified at the stream of
bloodied bodies his partner keeps flinging
over the bannister.
“From Paris With Love” is also filled with
bits of business that you’d never catch the
good guys of American pictures doing.

Reel

Reviews

believe the band could do more to center its
music around him like it does in the fourth
track, “Colors,” which is mainly instrumental
after the first two-and-a-half minutes of the
song, and this center portion should be the
underlying foundation for the next album
that Bramble releases.
So, if anyone out there is looking for a
highly independent folk band that features
banjo-esque ukulele pickings, an accordion,
the tambourine and an extremely talented
and underutilized guitarist, then Bramble is
for you. Free samples of the band’s music
can be found at bramblemusic.com, and
in return for its EP, Bramble asks that fans

pay only as much as they think the music is
worth. As a music consumer, I can definitely
appreciate Bramble’s business philosophy.
Overall, I give this EP a “B” for the
bands excellent guitarist and good lyrics.
Improvement can be made upon the development of a cyclical melody and further
use of the guitarist that Bramble has. This
is a decent EP by a band with a good portion of potential. Whether that potential will
be discovered and realized in the future is
something I hesitate to forecast. I wish them
the best of luck.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggie bench
vandalizes
Idaho: 80-62

MEN’S BASKETBALL

By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

Junior forward Brian Green led the Utah State Aggies in scoring, with 16 points Wednesday, Feb. 3, as the Aggies defeated
the University of Idaho Vandals, 80-62. The Aggies (17-6, 7-2)
have climbed atop the Western Athletic Conference standings
and hold a slim half-game lead over Louisiana Tech and New
Mexico State. Although the Aggies allowed the Vandals to score
more than 60 points, defense was key in the Aggies’ victory.
Prior to tip-off, the Vandals (10-11, 2-7) suspended senior
point guard Mac Hopson for undisclosed violation of team
rules. Hopson is the leading scorer for the Vandals, with 14.7
points per game. In Hopson’s absence, Vandals’ senior center Marvin Jefferson, who is averaging 8.2 points per game,
stepped up and scored a game-high 17 points for the Vandals.
Freshman center Kyle Barone chipped in 14 points off the bench
and senior guard Kashif Watson picked up 11 points.
“Idaho’s got good personnel,” Aggie head coach Stew Morrill
said. “Obviously, missing Mac is an issue for them, but we’ll
take it and go forward. It’s a win.”
The Aggies limited the Vandals to 36 percent shooting from
the field and did not allow a single 3-point basket in the first
half. This gave the Aggies an opportunity to build an early lead,
and the Aggies capitalized. In the second half, however, the
Aggies were on and off defensively for stretches.
“I thought our defense was sporadic, but our offense was
pretty good,” Morrill said. “We had stretches where we played
pretty dang well. I was really pleased with our bench in the first
half.”
The Aggies built an early lead in the first half, shooting 68.2
percent from the floor and 71.4 percent from 3-point range,
going into the locker room up, 40-21. The Vandals had a strong
second half, hitting 60 percent of their shots from the field and
50 percent from 3-point land.
“They (Idaho) had a good second half offensively, shooting a
high percentage,” Morrill said. “I didn’t think we handled their
ball screens very well. Fortunately, we had a pretty good cushion.”
The bench played a big role in the Aggies’ balanced attack.
Over a six-minute stretch during the first half, Green and
sophomore forward Brady Jardine collectively scored 16 straight
points. Green scored 10 straight points and Jardine went on to
score the next six. Jardine finished the night with nine points
BRIAN GREEN (12) and BRADY JARDINE (22) head back to the bench during a time out on Saturday night’s game against the
Vandals of Idaho. The Aggies tallied 80 points, 25 coming from Green and Jardine combined. Patrick Oden photo
and eight rebounds.
“Brady’s scoring it better,” Morrill said. “He’s active on the
from 3-point range.
get a win. We’ve got to get prepared for them. Hopefully we get
glass. He can go get a rebound in traffic. He can go way up and
The Aggies prepare for the University of Nevada Wolf Pack
a win.”
get a rebound, and that’s a nice thing to have. Green is on a roll. next. The Wolf Pack defeated Hawai’i on Saturday, Jan. 30,
According to USU Media Relations, as of Feb. 1, Utah State
It’s great because he just comes off the bench and it’s instant
66-60, and they will have had a week to prepare. The Aggies
ranks among the top-23 in the nation in nine different statistioffense.”
defeated Nevada in Reno, by the overtime score of 79-72. Many
cal categories including sixth in both free throw (.765) and
Green has been shooting efficiently over the previous five
have considered this game as the critical turning point for the
three-point shooting (.416). USU also ranks seventh in assist-togames and has led the team in scoring in three of the five.
Ags, who previously struggled on the road. The Aggies have
turnover ratio (1.44), 15th in turnovers per game (11.1), 15th in
Four other Aggies joined Green in scoring double-digits.
tacked on five more victories since then, and they are currently
scoring margin (+13.5), 17th in scoring defense (59.7), 18th in
Junior forward Nate Bendall was perfect from the field and finon a seven-game winning streak.
field goal shooting (.483),
ished the night with 14 points. Junior forward Tai Wesley fin“Seven in a row has been good for us,” Green said. “I think
Tip-off against the Wolf Pack is slated for Saturday, Feb. 6, at
ished the night with 13 points, scoring 11 of those points in the it starts with how hard we’ve been practicing. Coach has been
8 p.m. in the Spectrum. This game will be aired on ESPNU with
second half. Senior guard Jared Quayle and junior forward Pooh emphasizing, ‘We play the way we practice,’ and our team has
with Todd Harris (play-by-play) and Bob Donewald (color) callWilliams scored 11 points apiece. Utah State scorched the net,
been playing hard. We’re excited for Saturday. We got a win
ing the action.
hitting 57.1 percent of its shots from the field and 50 percent
there in overtime and they’re going to want to come here and
- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Men on fire: 7 straight wins
By TIM OLSEN
staff writer

After a 10-6 start that saw Utah State drop its
first two WAC games and can only be described
as sporadic, the Aggies seem to have righted the
ship. Following an embarrassing loss at Louisiana
Tech, where the Ags lost by 22 points and trailed
by as many as 33, USU has reeled off seven straight
victories to climb back on top of the conference
standings.
Coming off a school record 30-win season and
returning 4-of-5 starters, the Aggies were expecting big things. However, the key to USU’s current
winning streak is not in the starting lineup but on
the bench.
After a slow start, Salt Lake Community College
transfer and Kaysville native Brian Green has
exploded over the last seven games to propel the
Aggies on their win streak. During the run, Green
is averaging nearly 11 points a game in 17 minutes
of action and shooting a scorching 67.5 percent.
Even more amazing, the stalky guard has connected on 18-of-24 3-point attempts over that span
– a ridiculous 75 percent.
“I just have a lot more confidence – my shots are
falling,” Green said after another stellar performance Wednesday night against the visiting Idaho
Vandals.

Green finished the game with a team-high 16
points on 5-of-6 shooting, including a perfect 4-of4 from beyond the arc. He also added two steals in
a season-high 21 minutes of action.
After the game, USU head coach Stew Morrill
had more to say about his guard with the hot hand.
“He’s on role … it’s great, because he just comes
off the bench and it’s instant offense,” he said.
“He’s like the dang Microwave.”
Morrill’s comparison of Green to “The
Microwave” was a reference to former Detroit
Pistons player and super sixth-man Vinnie
Johnson. Johnson earned the moniker due to his
ability to come off the bench and warm up quickly,
scoring in spurts. Not dissimilar to what Green
has been doing for the Aggies of late.
Green, though, is not the only spark coming off
the Aggie bench. The USU post has also seen an
infusion with the emergence of sophomore Brady
Jardine.
During his freshman year and through the
first half of his sophomore campaign, Jardine has
wowed Aggie fans with his raw athleticism. But, it
wasn’t until recently that the Idaho native has been
able to harness that athleticism and energy.
Similar to Green, Jardine has been on a tear, as
well, during the Aggies’ winning streak. The lanky

- See SPANKING, page 10

Blue&White
Sports Debate
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www.aggietownsquare.com

This Friday’s matchup

vs.
Tyrel Skinner

Dan Fawson

And the topics are...
1. Thoughts on Aggie men’s basketball?
2. Jazz winning seven straight
3. Recruit signing day
4. Super Bowl
5. Rant
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Mission accomplished
By ADAM NETTINA
staff writer

Gary Andersen had a plan to turn Utah
State football into a competitive WAC power
when he took over as head coach prior to the
2009 season.
During the fall, he accomplished a large
part of that plan, transforming the Aggies
from the laughingstock of the college football world into one of the most exciting and
competitive teams in the conference. On
Wednesday, Andersen took the next step in
his plan, as he announced the addition of 28
young men to the program as part of National
Signing Day. For the USU head coach, the
addition of both junior college transfers and
high school seniors to next year’s team was a
resounding success.
Andersen said, “28 of the 30 young men
that we recruited this year, we got. That is a
high success rate.”
Andersen and his staff began recruiting
players last summer, and throughout the season and into the offseason, they stuck with
a base plan of trying to improve the team’s
athleticism and competition level across the
board. In his Wednesday press conference,
Andersen said the 28 new players will help
his team do that, although he maintained that
he and his staff will still be searching for two
junior college players to address additional
position needs.
“This summer when we sat down as a staff
to go over our recruiting process, we wanted
to create competition at every spot and every
position on this football team,” Andersen
said. “That was a high priority for this off-season. I think we have done that in every area
right now besides the tight- and defensive-end
positions.”
The 2010 recruiting class is one of the
largest in USU history, with 20 current high
school seniors faxing in their National Letters
of Intent to join the Aggies in 2010. They will
join eight other players – including six junior
college transfers – who have already arrived

on campus. Andersen maintained that the No.
1 goal of this year’s recruiting efforts were to
keep some of Utah’s best high school prospects in state and in Logan. With 11 in-state
signees, he declared these efforts a success.
“The base recruiting plan when I took the
job in January was really simple,” Andersen
said. “We wanted to recruit the state of Utah
and we got that done. We got 11 in-state signees. That is big for us.”
Also among USU’s recruiting goals for 2010
was the continuation of a “Polynesian pipeline” to bring more pacific island natives onto
future teams. Again, Andersen said he was
pleased with his staff’s ability to accomplish
this goal and pointed out that the signing of
recruits, such as Maui native and defensive
lineman Elvis Kamana-Matagi, will open new
recruiting roads in the future.
“We got eight Polynesian kids. It is important for us to recruit the Polynesian kids and
the Hawaiian islands,” Andersen said. “We
had great success this year in the Hawaiian
islands. We got a young man from Maui for
the first time. That was important for us to
get that done.”
One recruit Utah State was hoping to
land was VJ Fehoka, a four-star linebacker
from Hawaii who sported offers from more
than a dozen BCS conference schools.
Fehoka was considering Utah State up until
Monday, when Andersen’s need for a linebacker commitment forced the USU coach’s
hand. Andersen told Fehoka he would have
to offer his would-be scholarship to another
player – Florida native Tavaris McMillian – if
Fehoka wasn’t ready to commit. Fehoka and
USU decided to part ways on positive terms.
Despite missing out on Fehoka, Andersen was
pleased with the signing of McMillian, who
chose USU without having seen the campus.
“(VJ and Tavaris) are both tremendous
players,” Andersen said. “We just got into
a position with 48 hours left where we had
to get a young linebacker that can run. One
was ready to say yes and one wasn’t. VJ and
I talked about that and he completely understands.” Andersen added, “We are very happy

Aggie recruits
poised for impact

T

he Aggies may have missed out on
four-star linebacker prospect VJ
Fehoko, but by all accounts, this year’s
signing class was a major success. Most
of the junior college players who have
arrived on campus already are expected
to compete for playing time in 2010, as are
several of the freshmen who will arrive this
summer. Here are five high school signees
who could make an immediate impact on
next year’s squad (heights and weights
courtesy of the USU athletic department.)
OLB Chris Fox (6-4, 220): An explosive
athlete with tremendous versatility, Fox
should fit in perfectly with Andersen’s
attacking style of defense. On film, Fox
shows the ability to play out of a 3-point
stance, as well as in a more traditional
stand-up role, and plays with great quickness off the snap and violence of action in
pursuit of the ballcarrier. Fox also displays
outstanding use of his hands against the
run and the ability to shed blocks consistently in space and will likely be used as
a hybrid-type defender for USU. In 2009,
he helped Arizona powerhouse Chaparral
win the 5A2 State Title when he recorded
13.5 sacks. He chose the Aggies over
Nevada and UNLV.
QB Alex Hart (6-2, 185): A spread
quarterback who played his high school
ball at Jordan High School in Draper,
Hart is built in the mold of current USU
star Diondre Borel and should have no
trouble fitting into offensive coordinator
Dave Baldwin’s wide-open scheme. Hart
comes to USU with a star-studded résumé, setting numerous Utah high school
records en route to being named a First
Team All-State performer by both the Salt
Lake Tribune and Desert News. While he
doesn’t have the strongest arm (which
may explain his lack of BCS conference
offers), he displays a quick release and
excellent decision making in his progressions. In his press conference, Andersen
said Hart (who threw for 4,442 yards and
47 touchdowns as a senior) will have the
opportunity to challenge current USU
backup Kane Wilson for the backup job
next season.
CB Nevin Lawson (5-11, 180): One
of four Florida players to sign with the
Aggies, Lawson will have a chance to see
the field as a freshman for Utah State,
because of the team’s previous lack of
depth at the cornerback position. Also
an accomplished running back and return
man at Piper High School, Lawson shows
good read and recognition ability against
the pass and is a solid tackler in the
open field. He has above-average closing
speed and does not take many missteps

in coverage. A Second Team All-County
performer as a senior, he picked off a pass
and posted eight tackles in the prestigious
Miami-Dade vs. Broward All-Star game.
PK Nick Diaz (5-9, 180): The Aggies
were in need of a kicker with the graduation of last year’s starter Chris Ulinski, but
the team hit a home run on signing day by
getting a commitment from the Redondo
Beach, Calif., native in Diaz. Rated as
the 55th best high school kicker in the
nation, according to ESPN Scouts Inc.,
Diaz has an exceptionally strong leg and
had more than 90 percent of his kickoffs
go for touchbacks during his prep career.
He missed only one extra point in high
school and is widely regarded as one of
the most consistent kickers on the west
coast. During his signing day press conference, Andersen mentioned that Diaz
would likely be the starter for when the
team opens next season in Oklahoma.
WR Shaan Johnson (6-2, 180): Perhaps
one of the most highly touted prep receiver prospects to sign with USU in recent
memory, Johnson passed up scholarship
offers from Kansas State, Utah and San
Jose State to play for the Aggies. He was
Honorable Mention All-State as a senior
at Gahr High School in California and
set a school record with 1,451 yards and
14 touchdowns in 2009. A heady and
instinctive wide receiver who possesses
good speed and size, Johnson shows
the ability to stretch the field and pick
up yards consistently after the catch. He
squares his body well to the ball and
displays the ability to operate out of the
spread offense, qualities which should
earmark him for early playing time in Dave
Baldwin’s offense. Rated as the No. 162
wide receiver in the country by Scout.com
and a three-star prospect by Rivals.com.

Adam Nettina is
a junior majoring in history.
Comments can be
sent to him at adam.
nettina@aggiemail.
usu.edu

to have Tavaris.”
Even without Fehoka, most independent
recruiting services agree that this year’s class
looks like the best USU signing class in years.
How much better does this class appear to be
when compared to other recent Aggie signing
day classes? It’s tough to say without the benefit of hindsight, but consider for a moment
that USU signed four three-star prospects
(rated out of five stars by Rivals.com) in the
class of 2010 – the same amount the program
signed in the previous four years combined.
Once more, the Aggies experienced success
recruiting against other FBS teams, beating
out notable schools such as Nevada and UNLV
for linebacker prospect Chris Fox, while landing speedster wide receiver Shaan Johnson.
Johnson, who had more than 1,400 receiving yards as a high school senior, also had
offers from Utah, Nevada and Kansas State.
While he was impressed at the job his staff
did in landing several high-profile recruits,
Andersen said beating other schools for players was not always his main focus.
“If we look at (a prospect) and we like
him and he fits our criteria, we are taking
him,” Andersen said. “I don’t care if no other
schools are recruiting him. I was very pleased
with some of the battles we were able to win
this year.”
Asked if he was pleased in the progress

his program had made in recruiting against
in-state schools, such as BYU and Utah,
Andersen was non-committal as far as specifics went, but said he expects his staff to go
toe-to-toe with bigger name programs in the
future.
“As far as mentioning other schools and
where things went, it is hard because there
are so many dynamics that go into that,”
Andersen said. “I would say we had some
heated battles in this process. I think what we
have done is put ourselves in a position to be
able to fight in-state. I think we can compete
in this state at a very high level and we have
had some success in the state. I just know the
people we beat this year and the recruiting
battles we were in should be expected as a
staff. That is what we should expect as a community.”
If there was one theme that continued to
pop-up in his discussion of recruiting, it was
that of community. From the students on
campus to the faculty of USU to the people
of Logan itself, Andersen praised the entire
culture of Cache Valley as being instrumental
in helping recruits feel at home. He even went
so far as to say the location of Logan played
a bigger role in this year’s recruiting success

- See SIGNING DAY, page 10
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Utah State track and field to
compete in New Mexico Classic
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State track and field teams continue
indoor action at the New Mexico Classic
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 5-6 in Albuquerque,
N.M. It will be the Aggies’ fourth meet of the
season.
Action will begin Friday at 2 p.m. (MT)
at the Albuquerque Convention Center with
the men’s heptathlon and conclude at 7:50
p.m. with the women’s distance medley relay.
Saturday’s events will begin at 9 a.m. with the
women’s long jump. The meet is scheduled to
end at 3 p.m. with the women’s 4-by-400 relay.
Aggies will face athletes from Air Force,

San Diego State, New Mexico Highlands,
Sacramento State, Western State, Colorado
State, Arizona, New Mexico State, San
Francisco State, Mesa State, Abilene Christian
and host New Mexico.
This week junior James Allred was named
the Verizon Wireless Western Athletic
Conference Track Athlete of the Week for his
performance at the Bronco Invite on Jan. 30.
Allred won the 800m, setting a new indoor
best time of 1:52.70. Allred’s time is also a
WAC-best time this season.
Following the New Mexico Classic the
Aggies will head to Boise, Idaho, for the Boise
State Open on Feb. 13.

Signing Day: 28 recruits sign
letters of intent for 2010 season
-continued from page 8

than the team’s on-field improvement.
“I wouldn’t say the biggest difference for
us was wins or loses,” Andersen said. “I would
say the biggest difference for us was getting
people to Logan. We are just not by ourselves
as a football program and the people reach
out to us and we work to reach out to them, so
a huge, huge thank you goes out to the community.”
Another storyline that was featured
on signing day was the acquisition of four
Florida prospects to next year’s team, a
relatively high number from the talent-rich
state, which Andersen said was a credit to the
efforts of assistant Corey Raymond, as well
as the program’s exposure on national television.

“The kids in our program that have walked
in here from Florida love it. They don’t like
it,” Andersen said. “They absolutely love it.
The one thing that I would say is being on
ESPN matters. They see it on national television and it matters. That is one of the reasons
we were able to get into Florida and be able to
make a difference.”
Utah State’s 2010 recruiting efforts may
be over, but the off-season is just beginning.
With the return of 17 starters from last year’s
team, USU looks poised for its best season
in recent memory and the continuation of
Andersen’s master plan.
–adam.nettina@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggie men host Wolf Pack
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

After falling into last place,
the Utah State Aggies have
elevated their play, and their
overall record, to the top of the
Western Athletic Conference
standings. The Aggies (17-6,
7-2) conclude their three-game
home stand this week, as they
host fourth-place University of
Nevada Wolf Pack. The Aggies
defeated the Wolf Pack on Jan.
13 in Reno, Nev., 79-72 in overtime. This was a pivotal road
victory for the Aggies, who had
struggled previously in away
games.
The Aggies led much of the
first half against the the Wolf
Pack, but Nevada carried the
momentum of a 5-0 run at the
end of halftime into the second
half and the Wolf Pack built
their lead to 10 when senior
guard Armon Johnson hit a
jumper with 9:03 left in the
game. On the ensuing possession Aggie junior forward Pooh
Williams hit a 3-pointer from
the right wing that sparked a
14-3 run capped by senior guard

Jared Quayle’s third 3-point shot
of the night.
“We hung in there when we
were down 10. That’s the thing
that I am most proud of our
team about is that we hung in
there when we were down 10
and found a way,” Aggie head
coach Stew Morrill said.
In the extra period, the
Aggies went to man coverage
and held the Wolf Pack without
a field goal. After Nevada hit
three free throws, Jared Quayle
nailed his fourth 3-point shot.
Both senior guard Brandon
Fields and sophomore forward
Luke Babbitt had good looks at
the rim on 3-point attempts but
couldn’t get the shots to fall.
Junior forward Nate Bendall
hit two free throws with 55 seconds left in overtime to put the
Ags up by five, and Williams
put the game away on a dunk
with 32 seconds left giving the
Aggies a seven-point lead.
Junior forward Tai Wesley
only scored two points in the
first half, but scored 13 in the
second half and played solid
post defense recording four
blocks on the night. Quayle led

Answers
To Today’s
Crossword
Puzzle!

the Ags with 21 points on 8-of15 shooting from the floor and
4-of-7 shooting from the 3-point
line. Quayle also finished the
night with seven rebounds and
five assists in 42 minutes of play.
“Jared Quayle is back to playing like Jared Quayle can. His
numbers were huge,” Morrill
said.
USU junior forward Pooh
Williams hit 7-of-9 shots from
the floor and 2-of-3 from the
3-point line for 15 points on the
night and held Wolf Pack junior
guard Armon Johnson to 10
points.
“I thought that’s Pooh’s best
effort on the road, by far, by far,”
Morrill said.
Wolf Pack sophomore forward and NBA prospect Luke
Babbitt scored 26 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds in 44 minutes of play.
The Aggies now host Nevada
at the Spectrum, but Nevada
is still deadly. Junior forward
Brian Green, who has been on
a tear as of late, said Babbitt
and Johnson will have their full
attention.
“Obviously Luke Babbit and
Armon Johnson; they’re great
players. We’ve got to contain
them,” Green said.
Babbitt is averaging 21.4
points and 9.9 rebounds per
game and Johnson is averaging
15.8 points and 5.5 assists per
game. Senior guard Brandon
Fields is averaging 15 points a
game and senior forward Joey
Shaw is averaging 10.6 points
per game. Nevada is averaging 80.1 points per game but
has allowed its opponents 75.1
points per game. The Aggies are
averaging 73.6 points per game,
and are allowing their opponents 59.8 points per game.
Tip-off against the Wolf Pack
is slated for Saturday, Feb. 6 at 8
p.m. in the Spectrum.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

BRADY JARDINE FLYS in the Spectrum on Thursday night in the Aggies’ 80-62 routing of Don
Verlin’s University of Idaho Vandals. Patrick Oden photo

Spanked: USU holds Idaho to
49-percent shooting from the field
-continued from page 8
forward is averaging just more than nine
points and seven rebounds during the streak
in nearly 19 minutes of action.
Jardine has had the hot hand as well,
connecting on 66 percent of his attempts,
including a career-high 17-point, 8-of-11
shooting performance against San Jose State.
“Brady’s scoring it better, he’s active on the
glass,” Morrill said. “He can go get a rebound
in traffic. He can go way up and get a rebound
and that’s a nice thing to have.”
The energy that Green and Jardine have
provided off the bench has the Aggies reaching new heights this season. After averaging
a meager 55 points in their two conference
losses, the Ags have averaged 77 points a game
during the streak and are shooting nearly 53
percent as a team.
The offensive end is not the only area USU
has seen improvement. After giving up an
average of almost 70 points in their two WAC

losses, the Aggies have buckled down.
In its last seven games, Utah State has only
given up an average of 56 points to its opponents and is holding its opponents to a paltry
37.7 percent shooting. The increased defensive
effort and the efficient offensive production
have the Aggies winning by an average margin
of 21 points per game during the streak.
Six of the seven wins have been double-figure blowouts, with the lone close contest coming at Nevada, where the Aggies won by seven
in overtime.
Like any championship caliber team, the
USU bench must continue to contribute down
the final stretch of the regular season, if the
Aggies want to repeat as WAC champions for
the third-straight year.
As long as Green and Jardine continue to
contribute like they have been, the Aggies
will be in prime position to do just that come
March.

Utah State men’s tennis opens WAC
play with two days of action in Boise
Utah State rallied back in singles action
to overcome the Lumberjacks, taking five
of the possible six points. Poslusny and
Utah State men’s tennis travels to Boise,
Maharaj continued to dominate with wins
Idaho, where it will compete against Lewisat the two and five spots, respectively. Junior
Clark State Friday, Feb. 5, at 3 p.m. and conBryan Marchant battled through three sets
tinues action Saturday, Feb. 6, against Boise
to defeat the Lumberjacks’
State at 10 a.m. The Boise State
Robin Pezzutto, 5-7, 6-2, 7-5,
match marks the first Western
at the No. 3 position. Juniors
Athletic Conference competiJakob Asplund and Nikita
tion for the men this season.
Ryashchenko each won their
The Aggies hold a current 2-2
respective matches at the
overall season record.
No. 1 and 6 spot. Junior Alex
USU’s most recent action
Thatcher was the lone Aggie to
was a victory over Northern
fall in singles competition to
Arizona, 5-2, last week. The
NAU’s Hugo Ramadier, 6-1, 6-3,
Aggies dropped the doubles
at the number No. 4.
point with losses at the numUtah State returns to
ber one and three spots. At
Logan where it will host inthe No. 2 position, freshman
state rival Weber State at the
Sven Poslusny and junior Amit
Logan Sports Academy and
Maharaj continued their three- POSLUSNY
Racquet Club on Wednesday, Feb.
match winning streak with a
17, at 12 p.m. Admission to all home matchwin over NAU’s Hugo Ramadier and Kevin
Taylor, 8-3, bringing the doubles partners to es are free and open to the public.
an impressive combined doubles record of 41.

BY USU ATHLETICS

Meet the Challenge

Meet the Challenge

USU (11-10)
VS. L A . TECH (14-6)

USU (17-6)
VS NEVADA (13-8)

Raegan Pebley (7th year)
Teresa Weatherspoon (2nd year)

Stew Morrill (12th year)
David Carter (1st year)

$500
$2370-$3390
$2070-$2490

Feb. 6, Dee Glenn Smith Spectrum, 8:05 p.m.
USU probable starters
C- Nate Bendall
F- Tai Wesley
F- Tyler Newbold
G- Pooh Williams
G- Jared Quayle

10.7
13.0
8.2
8.3
12.0

Feb. 6, Dee Glen Smith Spectrum, 3:00 p.m.

Nevada probable starters

USU probable starters

Idaho probable starters

C- Brandon Fields
F- Joey Shaw
G- Luke Babbitt
G- Armon Johnson
G- Dario Hunt

C- Lydia Whitehead
F- Nicole Johnson
G- Tahara Williams
G- Alice Coddington
G- Amber White

C- Tarkeisha Wysinger
F- Tiawana Pringle
G- Jasmine Bendolph
G- Adrienne Johnson
G- Shanavia Dowdell

15.8
10.6
21.4
15.8
6.4

6.9
3.5
6.5
8.6
12.2

7.9
5.2
8.8
16.2
17.9
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Spotlight on athletes
10 international stars projected to shine at the Vancouver Games
BY MICHELLE KAUFMAN

“When I started ski-cross, it
was really underground, so this is
a nice surprise,” David told
Reuters about the inclusion of her
sport in the Olympics. “I didn’t
say to myself ‘at last,’ but rather
‘wow, amazing.’ Since we’ve got
the Olympic tag, the way people
look at us has changed,” she said.
“We look more serious now and
we see the media coming. A lot of
spectators will discover our sport
at the Games and this is a great
opportunity. We must live up to it
by putting up a good show.”

McClatchy Newspapers

The last time the Winter
Olympics were held in Canada, in
Calgary in 1988, the memorable
stars included a self-funded shortsighted British ski jumper who
finished in last place and a quartet
of lovable Jamaican bobsledders
who crashed their sled.
Eddie “The Eagle’’ Edwards, a
plasterer who wore foggy goggles
throughout the Games, became
such a crowd favorite that when
he was alluded to in a Closing
Ceremonies speech by a dignitary,
the audience began chanting,
“Eddie! Eddie!” The Jamaican
bobsledders wound up being the
inspiration for the movie, “Cool
Runnings.’’
So, who will emerge as the
international Olympic stars this
time? Will it be one of these 10
accomplished athletes, or will it
be some quirky unknown? Time
will tell. Keep your eye on the
following potential stars …
F I G U R E S K AT I N G

Patrick Chan

Canada
A Canadian man has never
won a gold medal in figure skating, and Chan is determined to be
the first. Brian Orser came close,
taking silver in 1984 and 1988,
when his rivalry with gold medalist Brian Boitano was billed as
“The Battle of the Brians.”
Chan, of Chinese heritage,
turned 19 on Dec. 31. He won a
silver medal at the 2009 World
Championships, won the Four
Continents championship, and his
“Phantom of the Opera” free program is sure to thrill skating fans.
Chan’s biggest competition is
expected to come from American
Evan Lysacek, Russian Evengi
Plushenko and Frenchman Brian
Joubert.
CROSS COUNTRY

Petter Northug

Norway
This 23-year-old Norwegian
cross country skier is being called
“The New Bjorn Daehlie,” which
is like calling an American basketball player the new Michael
Jordan. Daehlie is the undisputed
Norwegian legend of all legends,
so to be mentioned in the same
breath is quite the compliment.
Northug won three golds at the
2009 world championships, and
could be in position to win four
medals in Vancouver. The entire
nation is expecting big things
from him, and the pressure is particularly intense because
Norway’s cross country team
underperformed at the 2006
Olympics in Turin, finishing
fourth behind Russia, Sweden and
Italy.
F I G U R E S K AT I N G

Kim Yu-Na

South Korea
A new ice princess is crowned
every four years, and this time,
for the first time in Olympic history, she could be from South
Korea. Kim Yu-Na, 19, is the
reigning world champion and the
favorite to win gold in Vancouver.
She moved to Canada to train
four years ago, and her coach is
none other than Brian Orser, the
Canadian silver medalist at the
1984 and 1988 Olympics. Like
Orser, whose rival, American
Brian Boitano, came from a
neighboring bigger country,
Kim’s stiffest competition is
expected to come from 2008
world champion Mao Asada and
2007 world champion Miki Ando
— both of Japan.
CURLING

David Murdoch

Scotland
Other than hockey, there is no
bigger Olympic sport in Canada
than curling, which means David
Murdoch is already a household
name there. Murdoch is the
Scottish skip of Great Britain’s
curling team, and is considered
the top athlete in the sport.
He is a two-time world champion (2006, 2009), and was the
gold-medal favorite four years
ago in Turin, but his team lost the
bronze medal match to the United

HOCKEY

Teemu Selanne
GEORGE BRIDGES/MCT

Washington Capitals forward Alexander Ovechkin, far right,
will skate for his native Russia at the 2010 Winter Games.

States, a shocking result Murdoch
is eager to avenge.
ALPINE SKIING

conferences, as she is fluent in
five languages — Italian, French,
German, English and Spanish.

Lara Gut

SKI CROSS

Switzerland
Every Olympics has its glamour girls, and Swiss skier Lara
Gut is a likely candidate this time
around. The 18-year-old has cover
girl looks and boundless talent.
She will likely compete in four
events — downhill, Super G,
giant slalom and Super combined.
Two months before her 18th
birthday, she won silver medals in
the downhill and Super combined
at the last world championships.
Gut competed in her first FIS
races at 15, and in 2007 she
became Switzerland’s youngest
ever Super G national champion.
One thing is for sure: Gut will
be more than ready for her press

Ophelie David

France
Aiming to attract a younger
crowd, the International Olympic
Committee added Ski-Cross to
the Vancouver menu. The sport —
in which skiers race in fours,
shoulder-to-shoulder, down
twisty, bumpy tracks — is like
BMX on skis.
It is the skiers’ answer to
boarder cross, which made its
debut in 2006. As it happens, the
international ski-cross queen is
Ophelie David of France, a 33year-old mother of a 9-year old.
David is the reigning World Cup
champion and a pioneer in the
extreme sport.

Finland
He’s baaaaack! If it seems
Finnish hockey star Teemu
Selanne has been around forever,
it’s because he has. The forward
will be playing in his fifth
Olympics. Finland won the silver
medal four years ago in Turin,
and twice Selanne has been the
top scorer at the Olympics. He
won a Stanley Cup with Anaheim
in 2007.
HOCKEY

Alexander Ovechkin

Russia
Be prepared to see a lot of
Alexander Ovechkin, the colorful
Washington Capitals captain. Last
year, he signed a 13-year deal for
$124 million, the most lucrative
contract in NHL history. Now, he
wants to add Olympic gold to his
resume.
The left wing was the No. 1
pick of the 2004 draft, and in
2007-08 he led the NHL with 65
goals and 112 points. In February

2009, he scored his 200th goal,
the fourth player in history to do
that in four years, joining Wayne
Gretzky, Mike Bossy and Mario
Lemieux.
S P E E D S K AT I N G

Bob de Jong

Netherlands
Dutch
speedskating
fans will get to
cheer for veteran de Jong
again, as the
distance skater
qualified for
his fourth
de Jong
Olympics. De
Jong, 33, will compete in the
5,000 and 10,000, the event in
which he won gold in 2006.
ALPINE SKIING

Ivica Kostelic

Croatia
His sister, Janica, the threetime gold medalist at the Salt
Lake City Olympics, has retired
and opened a beauty shop near
Zagreb. It is now up to Ivica to
carry the family’s and country’s
flag into the Olympics.
Kostelic, 30, won a silver in
the combined event at the 2006
Olympics, and could compete for
multiple medals on Whistler’s
slopes. He finished fourth in the
World Cup standings last season.
A December knee injury kept him
from training for a few weeks, but
he was back on skis at the New
Year.
Michelle Kaufman writes for The
Miami Herald.

American athletes taking center stage
When the 2010 Winter Olympics open
Feb. 12, the U.S. rosters will include an estimated 200 athletes chasing 258 medals in
10 sports.
As usual, there are plotlines aplenty for
the Yanks and more will likely emerge when
the red, white and blue crew arrives in
Vancouver. The tale of Tanith Belbin and ice
dancing partner Ben Agosto will resonate
on both sides of the border. Born in Ontario,
Belbin received her U.S. citizenship just in
time for the 2006 Olympics, where the pair
won the silver medal.
Here are 10 more of the best U.S. storylines:

ALPINE SKIING

S P E E D S K AT I N G

ALPINE SKIING

Apolo Anton Ohno

To some, Ohno might be best known for
winning “Dancing with the Stars,” but the
27-year-old from Seattle is on the verge of
becoming the top speedskater in U.S. history.
The short-track legend enters the games
with five medals, tied with 1980 hero Eric
Heiden and one behind Bonnie Blair. He’s
struck gold in the past two Winter
Olympics.

U.S. alpine skier
Lindsey Vonn
NBC UNIVERSAL

Lindsey Vonn

Gritty Vonn came from the small hills of
Minnesota to become alpine skiing’s dominant star. After a spectacular training crash
at the Turin Games, she surprised teammates and observers by competing in the
downhill after her release from an Italian
hospital. In 2009, Vonn celebrated a rare
World Championship double in the downhill
and super-G, but an encounter with a jagged
champagne bottle left her with a torn thumb
tendon. Again, she didn’t miss a race.
She’ll enter the 2010 Winter Games hurting but on a hot streak.

Bode Miller

After Miller’s two silvers in Salt Lake
City (giant slalom and combined), many
experts were proclaiming the Turin Winter
Games as “Miller time.” Instead, he became
better known for his partying than his
results.
Nonetheless, he remains an unpredictable
force on the international scene and was the
2008 overall World Cup champion.

S P E E D S K AT I N G

Shani Davis

The reigning gold medalist in men’s
1,000-meter speedskating, Davis returns to
the track where he won the 2009 world title
in the 1,500 meters. The drama with
teammate Chad Hedrick
has subsided a bit as
Davis’ one-time rival is
more likely to find success
in the 5,000.
BOBSLEDDING

Steven Holcomb

A degenerative eye disease nearly left the bobsledder blind, but experimental
surgery after the 2008 World
Championships improved
Holcomb’s vision from 20-500 to
20-20 and kept him among the
sport’s elite. Driving his “Night
Train” sled, the Utahan led the
U.S. to a rare four-man world
title in 2009. The victory ended
a 50-year American world championship dry spell in that event.
SKELETON

Katie Uhlaender

A contender in the skeleton,
Uhlaender is a two-time World
Cup Cup overall winner.
A year ago, her father, former
major league baseball player Ted
Uhlaender, suffered a heart attack at
his Kansas ranch while Katie competed in the final women’s skeleton World

Cup competition. She learned after completing her competition — and finishing second
— that her father had died.
F I G U R E S K AT I N G

Evan Lysacek

The U.S. women figure skaters have
medaled in every Olympics since 1964, but
this year the American men could steal the
show. At 6-2, the lanky
figure skater also has a
career as a model.
Lysacek’s outfits are
often more subdued than
the flashier costumes of
his rivals. The 2009
world champion, who
was second in the recent
Lysacek
U.S. Championships to
Jeremy Abbott, likely will face challenges
from Turin gold medalist Evgeni Plushenko
of Russia and Canada’s Patrick Chan.

HOCKEY

Mark Johnson

Cut by his father “Badger Bob” Johnson
from the 1976 Olympic hockey team,
Johnson starred in the 1980 “Miracle on
Ice,” scoring two goals in the historic upset
of the Soviet Union.
He’s now the head coach of the powerhouse U.S. women’s team, which is expected to challenge Canada for the gold in one
of the fiercest rivalries of the winter games.

NORDIC COMBINED

Billy Demong

It’s known in the world of Nordic combined as “Bibgate,” but for the New Yorker
it was just an incredible stroke of bad luck.
Before the jumping portion of the 2009
World Championships, Demong could not
locate his athlete’s bib. He was disqualified
and the U.S. team lost his potential points. It
turns out the bib slid into the leg of his
jumping suit.
In Vancouver, Demong is a strong contender for a medal in the sport that includes
cross-country skiing and ski jumping.

SNOWBOARDING

Lindsey Jacobellis

The Vermont snowboarder already has a
spot in Olympic lore with
her notorious Turin silver.
With a big lead toward
gold in the snowboard
cross, she attempted a
flashy move on the final
jump. She fell … and
Jacobellis
watched a Swiss boarder
take victory.
Jacobellis is back as a serious contender
for gold in Vancouver.
— McClatchy Newspapers

CLARK PEST CONTROL
NOW HIRING
FOR OUTSIDE
SALES POSITIONS IN:
*BAKERSFIELD, CA
*LANCASTER, CA
*VISALIA, CA
*FRESNO, CA
*SANTA CLARITA, CA
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Federal agency denies protections for tiny pika
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THE AMERICAN PIKA, a small mountain-dwelling mammal in
the West that can’t tolerate the heat, could become the first animal
in the continental United States to get federal protections primarily
because of climate change. AP photo

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
– Climate change might be
wiping out some populations
of the American pika, a relative
of the rabbit, but not enough
to warrant legal protection for
the tiny mountain-dwelling
animal, according to a decision
released Thursday.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service posted its decision on
a Web site stating that while
some pika populations in the
West are declining, others are
not, so it would not extend
Endangered Species Act protections.
The pika would have been
the first animal in the continental United States listed

because of the effects of global
warming.
Although potentially vulnerable to climate change in
some parts of its range, pikas
will have enough high-elevation habitat to prevent extinction, the agency said.
“We acknowledge there is
going to be some decline at
some locations, but the pika is
widespread enough, across a
range of habitat, that it appears
it would not threaten the longterm survival and existence of
the species,” said Larry Crist,
supervisor of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service office in Utah.
Greg Loarie, an Earthjustice
attorney who worked on

lawsuits pressing for protections for the pika, said science
clearly points toward dramatic
reductions in populations in
the coming decades because of
warming temperatures.
“To conclude this species
is not threatened by climate
change strikes me as an impossible gamble,” Loarie said.
The pika lives mostly in
high, rocky mountain slopes in
10 Western states.
The animals are well-suited
for alpine conditions, but as
temperatures warm they’re
forced to move up-slope. In
some places, the pika has run
out of room to run and populations have disappeared.

Long waits in UT bid to comply with fed ID law
WEST VALLEY CITY, Utah (AP) – So
packed is the parking lot at Utah’s busiest
driver’s license office that on certain days
people circle it endlessly in their cars,
waiting to pounce on an elusive open
spot. Some give up, and park illegally.
Lines of frustrated customers often
stretch outside the busy office into the
bitter cold. Others stream out, frequently
muttering obscenities after waiting for
hours – sometimes only to be told to
come back another day.
A year ago, the average wait at this
office was 19 minutes – lately, it’s been
three or four hours at times.
“I think if we get through today it’ll be
... God’s will,” said Jennifer Selvidge, who
was trying to get her son’s learner’s permit on a recent afternoon. “It’s like being
on a bad flight across country with three
layovers and a bad movie.”
The wait-times have ballooned in part
because of efforts by Utah to comply as

of Jan. 1 with the federal Real ID Act
by issuing driver’s licenses designed to
prevent forgery – requiring verification
of birth certificates, Social Security numbers and immigration status.
That new paperwork has forced many
to come into the office rather than renew
online or through the mail, as they once
did. On top of that, Utah’s driver’s license
offices have been closed on Fridays for
the past year to save money and the state
shuttered six traveling offices in rural
areas because they didn’t comply with
security requirements under the new law.
The long lines have left Republican
Gov. Gary Herbert scrambling for ways
to reduce waits, while one state lawmaker
is pushing for the state to stop adhering
to the Real ID Act, potentially joining
about a dozen others who have refused to
comply since the act was passed in 2005.
“People are saying ‘Why are we having to do this?’ They’re upset at the state,

they’re upset at the governor. But really
this is something that truly has been
dictated upon us by the federal government,” said Rep. Stephen Sandstrom, ROrem. “To have this is really quite onerous.”
Utah is one of nine states where
driver’s licenses can’t be renewed online
or through the mail, according to the
National Conference of State Legislatures.
It isn’t clear how many of those states
require in-person renewals in an effort to
comply with Real ID.
Lawmakers in other states have noted
that fully complying with the act likely
would require more workers or longer
wait times. In Nevada, there were warnings in 2007 that 196 additional DMV
employees would be needed and that
some offices would have to remain open
longer to meet the new requirments.
Lawmakers opted out of the plan, in
hopes Congress might repeal the act.

Pledge to limit election spending

Jerrick ’s
Fine Jewelry
930 North Main Street
(435) 753-9755

WASHINGTON (AP) – Lawmakers said
Tuesday they might counter the recent Supreme
Court ruling on campaign money, along with
the blizzard of special interest spending that
could result, by making corporations and
unions come clean about which campaign ads
they are sponsoring and how much they are
shelling out.
Senators also considered proposals to give
investors and shareholders greater power over
corporate political spending, or even to amend
the Constitution, as they mulled how to respond
to the ruling, which effectively lifted restrictions
on big business and union election spending.
“If this ruling is left unchallenged, if
Congress fails to act, our country will be faced
with big, moneyed interests spending, or threatening to spend, millions on ads against those
who dare to stand up to them,” Senate Rules
Committee Chairman Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.,
said at a hearing of his panel.
Schumer said he and Rep. Chris Van Hollen,
D-Md., will propose legislation soon. Two House
committees also plan hearings Wednesday on
the ramifications of the 5-4 Supreme Court decision.
The concern of Democrats, who commonly
are considered more vulnerable to multi-million-dollar campaign ads unleashed by corporations, was evident when President Obama took
the rare step of openly criticizing the decision
during his State of the Union speech last week.

“I don’t think American elections should be
bankrolled by America’s most powerful interests, or worse, by foreign entities,” Obama said
in urging Congress to pass legislation “that
helps to right this wrong.”
Republicans took issue with the Democratic
position, voiced by campaign finance reform
champion Russ Feingold, D-Wis., that the court
had created a “Frankenstein” in corporations
that would dominate the political process.
All Americans, including corporations,
should be “free to speak their mind without
having to get the permission of the government,” said Sen. Robert Bennett of Utah, top
Republican on the Rules Committee.
He added that those who spend the most
don’t always win, saying corporations often
spend money on ads that are “really, really
dumb.”
Schumer did not outline the substance of
his legislation, but there was some consensus
at the hearing that Congress can move quickly
to improve disclosure by requiring corporations and unions to file more details on their
campaign spending. There was also agreement about improving disclaimers to force
sponsors of ads to identify themselves and not
hide behind nebulous “Americans for Better
Government”-type monikers.
While the Jan. 21 court decision did not
touch on the existing ban on foreign contributions to elections.

www.a-bay-usu.com
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Please note
Please
Note
If e-mails are missing or phone numbers
not here, check out the complete listings
at www.a-bay-usu.com
Bicycles
Bicylces

6

Selling Bicycle
Green and white, 20 inch frame. Needs
new tubes and a little oil, but when given
these will function. Selling for $10. Call
(435) 245-0664

2

Why Waste Time?
Get The Ring She
Will Cherish, And
The Best Price First!
Exclusively at

Jerrick ’s

6

4

1

Textbook Wanted. I am looking for the textbook “Freeing the Natural

7
2

5

Textbooks
Textbooks

8

Complete the grid so that each ring and each pair
of adjacent segments contains the numbers 1 to 8.

Page 13 Pearls Before Swine • Pastis
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Brevity

Reallity check

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

JT & Tea • Joseph Gould •

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535
3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
AT WWWAGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS EASY "E A
PART OF THE !GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
Voice” by Kristen Linklauter. Price negotiable, but not above $30 (the bookstore
price). If you have the book, please call
at (435) 245-0664.
Apartments for
Rent Rent
Apts.
for
Female Apartment Contract(s) For Sale
$400 for all of Spring Semester!!! Price is
dramatically reduced! Heat Included.
Indoor Swimming Pool and Jacuzzi!
Townhouse Style Apartment. Located
at 590 East Canyon Rd. in Logan. Call
435-764-8714 or 435-764-1806. Willing
to negotiate!
Brooklane Apartments For Rent
Only $475 for summer contract. Private
bedrooms, Internet, self-cleaning ovens,
dishwashers, etc. NS,ND,NP. Discount
summer/school year contract. See at
645 E. 900 N. in Logan or call 753-7227.
Child Care Care
Child
CCAMPIS. Get help to pay for child care!
CCAMPIS Child Care Subsidy helps
full time students at USU with childcare
expenses. To find out if you are eligible
or for more information contact: Chelsea
Bitner @ 797-1552 or e-mail: childcare.
help@usu.edu
Computers & Electronics
Computers
iClicker for sale

Need an iClicker? I have one, and I’m willing to sell for $20. Contact me at (435)
245-0664.
Health & Nutrition
Health
Sports Academy Membership with $50 advance! Take over my Sports Academy
membership contract and I will pay the
$15 transfer fee and the first $50 to your
account when you transfer! Interested:
call Ann at 757-8834 0r 787-8270

Personals
Personals

Hey David, Did you see you can do your
taxes online at www.havetaxes.com for
$29.95?
Hugs & Kisses Daily
Happy Hopeful Adoptive Couple seeks
angel baby to complete family circle.
Playing games, Singing, Dancing, Baking Cookies, Visiting Disneyland...these
are a few of our favorite things. Contact
sophiecat76@hotmail.com

out our website at preservingmemoriesforlife.blogspot.com email-preservingmemories2009@hotmail.com

Statewide
Ads
Statewide ads

Health
Building Material
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for
sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get
the savings. 17 Colors prime material,
cut to your exact length. CO Building
Systems 1-800-COBLDGS (ucan) 1of1
Business Opportunities
ALL CASH VENDING! Do you earn $800
in a day? Your own local candy route.
Includes 25 machines and candy. All for
$9,995. 1-888-745-3353 (ucan)2of4
A CASH COW! Soda/Snack All cash vending business - $19,440 - 801.593.0084
(ucan) 1of1

UNIVERSITY 6

6

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

5

3

8

8
7

6

2

5
1

4

7
4 2
3 6

5
2
7

8
7

6
3

1

4

5

1

2

8
4

• LEGION* (R)

STADIUM 8

12:30, 2:35, 4:40, 6:50, 9:10

• AVATAR* (PG-13) IN DIGITAL 3D

• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)

2:15, 5:30, 8:45
• EDGE OF DARKNESS* (R)

• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)

• WHEN IN ROME* (PG-13)

• TOOTH FAIRY*

• TOOTH FAIRY* (PG)

535 W 100 N, Providence

12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35

1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35

(PG)
12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:15, 9:25

• AVATAR* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:30, 7:45

• PRINCESS & THE FROG* (G)
12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45

• FROM PARIS TO ROME* (R)
12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20
• WHEN IN ROME* (PG-13)
1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05,- 9:05

• BOOK OF ELI (R)*
4:20, 9:35

• EDGE OF DARKNESS (R)*
12:45, 3:45, 6:50, 9:40

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50

*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
FEBRUARY IS CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
MONTH. ALL EXTRA LARGE COMBO $10

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

12:55, 4:10, 7:05, 9:35

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:15

TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT
DISCOUNT NIGHTS AT UNIVERSITY 6
ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE PRICE
WITH STUDENT ID

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• LEAP YEAR* (PG)
4:10, 7:05 Fri/Sat 9:35
• ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS
(PG) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• LOVELY BONES
(PG) 4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
• THE BLIND SIDE (PG-13)
4:10, 6:50, Fri/Sat 9:30
• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)
4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25

Help Wanted
$13.50 CUSTOMER SERVICE. 9-12 positions available IMMEDIATELY, no
experience required. Call to schedule
a telephone or in-person interview. 801618-0893 airpcs.com (ucan) 4of4
ANDRUS TRANSPORTATION
Seeking team drivers for fast turning
freight lanes! Also hiring solo OTR drivers - west states exp/hazmat end, great
miles/hometime. Stable family owned
35 yrs+ 800-888-5838 or 866-806-5119

3

1

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• DEAR JOHN* (PG-13)

HERNIA REPAIR? Did you receive a Composix Kugel Mesh patch between 19992008? If the Kugel patch was removed
due to complications of bowel perforation, abdominal wall tears, puncture of
abdominal organs or intestinal fistulae,
you may be entitled to compensation.
Attorney Charles Johnson 1-800-5355727 (ucan)1of1

Computers & Electronics. DISH. $19.99/

Services
Services
Preserving Memories
We edit videos and pictures From Weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, family
reunions, we can also edit your family
memories from your camcorder. All you
have to do is send us your pictures/movies. Contact us for a free estimate Check

MONTH. why pay more? Free install
with/DVR (up to 6 rooms.) Free movie
channels (3 months.) And $400+ new
customer bonus! Call Now! 1-866-9799598 (ucan)1of1

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

Old Dogs PG

Invictus PG-13

Daily 5:00
Sat Mat 12:30, 2:45

Daily 7:00, 9:30
NO 9:30 on Sunday

Did You Hear
About The
Morgans PG-13
Daily 7:30, 9:40
NO 9:40 on Sunday

2012 PG-13
Daily 9:15
NO 9:15 on Sunday

Planet 51 PG

Daily 4:15
Sat Mat 12:00, 2:00

Extraordinary
Measures PG
Daily 4:30, 6:45
Sat Mat 12:15, 2:30

New Moon PG-13 The Spy Next Door
PG Daily 4:45
Daily 7:15, 9:45
NO 9:45 on Sunday

Sat Mat 11:45, 2:15

x1402 (ucan) 1of1
HIGH SPEED INTERNET available virtually anywhere through satellite! Free
standard installation. FREE 24/7 customer support. Lowest price ever! Call
now-Limited time offer from WildBlue
800-924-0016. (ucan) 1of2
Real Estate
OWN YOUR NEW home don’t miss out on
the fed. $8000 tax credit! Time is running out, call Wayne for pre-approval
801-814-5832 (ucan)3of4

Today’s Issue
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StatesmanBack Burner
Logan parking

Friday

Undergraduate Research and
Creative Opportunities (URCO)
Grants are due at noon on Feb.
15, electronic submission. Info at
http://research.usu.edu/undergrad.
Religion in Life Devotional will
be held Feb. 5 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Institute Cultural Center. IWA
Girl’s Choice Formal Dance will
be held Feb. 5 from 8:30-11 p.m. in
USU Healthy Relationships and the Institute.
Sexual Responsibility Week is
The third Annual College of
Feb. 8-12. Sponsored by the USU Agriculture Chili Cook-Off will
Student Health Services. Events be held Feb. 6 at 5 p.m. in the
include True Aggie Dating
ASTE building. Entry fee is $10. To
Game, a Relationship Panel.
enter call 797-2215.
Open to public.
A Hunger Banquet will be
held on Feb. 16 at 6 p.m. in the
East Ballroom. Dinner will be
Ignite your passion for advenserved and the cost is $2.
ture! The Banff Mountain
The Ecology Center will host
Film Festival World Tour will
a seminar series by Dr. Lawren
exhilarate you with amazing big- Sack from the University of
screen stories when it comes to California, Los Angeles on Feb. 10
the Kent Concert Hall at 7 p.m. in ENGR 101 at 6 p.m. and Feb. 11
on Feb. 18-19.
in NR 105 at 3 p.m.
Perfectionism and
Procrastination Workshop will
USU Wellness and Counseling
be held Thursdays from 4-5 p.m.
and Psychological Services
in February. Register by calling
are sponsoring a Healthy
797-1012. Space is limited.
Relationships Fair in the TSC
Two student fellowships
International Lounge on Feb. 8. are offered each year to support
Events are scheduled from 10
research in the humanities, with a
a.m. to 3 p.m.
maximum of $500. Contact Maria
Torres. Application deadline is
March 1.
USU Extension and the Utah
On Feb. 9, Common Ground
Commission on Marriage will
Outdoor Adventures will be holdbe holding a “Marriage Week
ing a volunteer orientation at 6
Banquet” on Feb. 9 at 6:30 p.m. p.m. Come learn about the indiat the Copper Mill Restaurant.
viduals of all abilities. Call us at
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
713-0288 if you are interested.
Victor Harris. Must pre-pay $10
The Nordic United Fun Race
per person by Feb. 4. Call 752series continues on Feb. 7 with
6263 for more info.
a ski race at the Beaver Bottoms
ski trail in Logan Canyon.
Registration is $8. For more info
A series of Webinars are
visit nordicunited.org.
going to be held discussing the
Stokes Nature Center invites
best way to help students who
curious toddlers, ages 2-3, to join
are also veterans. All Webinars them for Parent Tot at 10 a.m. on
will be held in the ASUSU
Feb. 5. Program fee is $3. Register
Senate Chambers. All programs at 755-3239.
run from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. RSVP
to the Veterans Resource Office,
797-9187.

-Recyclemania, all day.
-Men’s tennis at Lewis-Clark State, 3 p.m.
-International film series, Old Main 121,
6 p.m.
-Women’s gymnastics at BYU, 7 p.m.

Relationships

Saturday

Feb. 6

-Track at New Mexico Invitational, all

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1789, George
Washington, the
commander of the
Continental Army during the Revolutionary
War, is unanimously
elected the first
president of the
United States by all
69 presidential electors who cast their
votes. John Adams of
Massachusetts, who
received 34 votes, was
elected vice president.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

No overnight parking on Logan
City streets is allowed between
the hours of 1 and 6 a.m.
through the end of February. It
is the responsibility of all Logan
City residents to inform guests
of these restrictions. If you need
assistance, please call us at 435750-0255.

Feb. 5
Today is Friday, Feb. 5,
2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Jeff Lofland, freshman
in graphic design, from
Logan, Utah.

You need to know....

day.
-Saturdays at the Museum, Old Main, 10
a.m.
-Men’s tennis at Boise State, 10 a.m.
-Women’s basketball vs. Louisiana Tech,
3 p.m.
-Chili cook-off, ASTE, 5 p.m.
-Men’s basketball vs. Nevada, 7 p.m.
-Mardi Gras, TSC, 8 p.m.

Film festival

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Relationships

Monday

Feb. 8
-Recyclemania, all day.
-Healthy Relationships Week.
-Men’s golf at Southern Utah Invitational,

Marriage banquet

all day.
-Healthy Relationship Fair, TSC, 10 a.m.

Weather
Saturday’s Weather
High: 37° Low: 17°
Rain / snow showers

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

Veteran Webinars

www.aggietownsquare.com
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